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"This report was prepared as an account of Government-
sponsored work. Neither the United States, or the Energy
Research and Development Administration nor any person
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report, or that the use of any information, apparatus
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Administration or employee of such contractor, to the
extent that such employee or contractor prepares, dissem-
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Commencing with report COO-2245-30, a new task,

TASK IV, which has been added to the contract, was reported.

This TASK IV and TASK IID differ in that TASK IV is initially

concentrated on thermal analyses using slug and laminar

velocity profiles while TASK IID is concentrated on hydro-

dynamic analyses· of turbulent velocity fields.
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COOLANT MIXING IN LMFBR ROD BUNDLES AND
OUTLET PLENUM MIXING TRANSIENTS

Contract AT(11-1)-2245

Quarterly Progress Report
September 1, 1976 - November 30, 1976

The work of this contract has been divided into the

following Tasks:

TASK I: BUNDLE GEOMETRY ( WRAPPED  AND  BARE  RODS)

TASK IA: Assessment of Available Data

TASK IB: Experimental Bundle Water Mixing
Investigation

TASK IC: Experimental Bundle Peripheral Velocity
Measurements (Laser Anemometer)

TASK ID: Analytic Model Development - Bundles

· TASK II: SUBCHANNEL GEOMETRY   (BARE  RODS)

TASK IIA: Assessment of Available Data

TASK IIB:  Experimental Subchannel Water Mixing
Investigation

TASK  IIC: Experimental- Subchannel Local Parameter
Measurements (Laser Anemometer)

TASK IID: Analytic Model Development - Subchannels

TASK III: LMFBR OUTLET PLENUM FLOW MIXING

TASK IIIA: Analytical and Experimental Investigation
of Velocity and Temperature Fields

TASK IV: THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF LOCAL TEMPERATURE FIELDS
IN LMFBR FUEL ROD BUNDLES

.
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TASK I: BUNDLE GEOMETRY (WRAPPED AND BARE RODS)

TASK IA: Assessment of Available Data and Codes ( Kerry Basehore)

No work was performed this quarter.

TASK IB.2  Experimental Bundle Water Mixing Investigation
Repeat of Laminar and Transition Flow - 61 Pin Fuel Mixing

Experiments (Stuart Glazer)

During the past quarter, 3 salt injection·rods were built.Initial difficulties in fabrication forced temporary delay ofthe mixing tests. It was therefore decided to initiate flow
split tests while waiting for the completion of the injectionrods. Initial flow split data was taken at an approximate
Reynolds number of 10,000, the maximum capacity of the outletplenum. As the eventual goal of the test series is to take
flow split and mixing data well into he turbulent regime, itwas decided to disassemble the bundle, and add a second water
discharge line at the outlet plenum. It is estimated thatthis will wideh the range of Reynolds numbers at which data
can be taken to at least 20,000.

While the bundle was disassembled, several of the pinswhich were recently wrapped and found to be faulty were re-paired. Flow split data over a wide range of Reynolds numberswill be taken during the next quarter. Mixing will also beinitiated, pending completion of the flow split data.

The hardware modifications to the Interdata Computer,required for use as key component in the Automated Data
Acquisition System, were completed. Additional software,comprising the real time operating system, was written, andthe entire system is being readied for laboratory checkout
early in the current quarter. Completion of the additionalsoftware package to be used for analysis of data taken with.the computer based system will be completed during the next
quarter.

TASK IB.3  217 Pin Mixing Experiments (Stuart Glazer)

Modification of the 217 pin bundle obtained from HEDL
was nearly completed durin the past quarter. Space and
mounting considerations required the shortening of the bundle
and all pins to approximately five feet.  Additional,mountinghardware, necessary to permit bundle assembly with use of the
inlet and outlet plenum of the 61 pin fuel bundle, was designedand fabricated. The bundle is expected to be ready for testingearly in the next quarter.

ry
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TASK IB.4 ·61 Pin Blanket Bundle Experiment (Chong Chiu)

During this quarter, flow split and mixing experiments
were run.

Flow Split.- Results are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3 for
the three subchannel types compared to theoretical flow splits.
A strong dip and hump appear in the transition regime for the
interior and edge channels. This trend is not apparent from
the corner channel data primarily due to the larger error
involved  with  only six corner positions to average. Additional
measurements ape planned to confirm the'transition regime
results'and explore the laminar regime. Significant differences
are also apparent between theoretical and measured results over
the Reynolds number region tasted which persist even at Reynolds
number of 16>(103 where the measurements appear to become constant
with Reynolds number.

Mixing - Salt conductivity data was obtained with the
injector rod 16 and 22.5 inches from·the measurement plane.
These,data were gathered over the .following test. conditions

668 < Re 1 10,650
,

for the following geometric conditions

BUNDLE GEOMETRIC -PARAMETERS:
p/D=l..067
NUMBER OF RODS=61
ROD DIAMETER=0.501 INCH
WIRE'DIAMETER=O.0314 INCH
FLAT TOLERANCE=0.022

The data was reduced using the expebimental flow split presented
above.  Values of £* and Cl which fit the data were obtained by
a last mean square method utilizing SUPERENERGY. These resulting
values are shown on Figs. 4 and 5'which indicate that for this
geometry the flow appears to be slipping over the wire wrap more
than for geometries of increased  h/D.

TASK IC:  Experimental Bundle Peripheral Velocity

Measurement (Laser Anemometer)

No work was performed this quarter since the equipment
is being used for TASK III experiments.
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TASK ID: Analytic Model Development - Bundles

TASK ID.1: Steady State SUPERENERGY (Kerry Basehore)

1. SUPERENERGY empirical constants

There has been some confusion on the definition and usage
of empirical cdnstants in SUPERENERGY [1]. These difficulties
stem from two sources. First, the length parameter used in
nondimensionalizing the enhanced eddy diffusivity constant in
SUPERENERGY is not consistent with the ENERGY definition [2,
3,4].  SUPERENERGY uses the rod diameter while ENERGY uses the
interior subchannel equivalent diameter. In order to correct
this inconsistency, the SUPERENERGY code has been revised by
simply changing the factor CONVER on line 3 of page 2-3 in
the manual. Revision 1 of the Manual -,[1]„ now being i8aued,
contains this change along with an updated sample program.
Thus, Khan's correlation [2,3] for &5 anc C can now be used
to provide the constants for SUPERENERGY. The constants from
this correlation must, however, be adjusted by...lateral and
axial porosities as specified in the appendices of references
2 and 3 since SUPERENERGY is based on a subchannel arrangement
and not on the porous body model used in producing the cor-
relations. This adjustment is frequently missed and is the
source of the second difficulty with the empirical constants.

With the aid of some simplifying assumptions, it is
possible to put the conversion factors in a usable form.
When Khan's correlation is used, the empirical constants for
SUPERENERGY are a combination of these donversion factors and
the correlation values. The derivation of the two conversion
factors follows:

la. Derivation of the Eddy diffusivity conversion factor
to transform E* to El

e* = nondimensional enhanced eddy diffusivity given by
Khan's correlation and used in the ENERGY porous
body model.

*
El = nondimensionalized enhanced eddy diffusivity used

.in the ENERGY subchannel model and SUPERENERGY
Revision 1.

E                E*H*H
E =

El = V•D (1)U·D
e              e

where

EH = enhanced effective eddy diffusivity for heat transfer
V = average bundle velocity (subchannel model)
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U = superficial average bundle velocity (porous body model)

D  = equivalent interior channel hydraulic diameter

then from [1]

*    X
E  = -a- E* (2)1    XL1

and

Aa = bundle average axial porosity

A   = lateral porosity in the bundle interior region.L1

/3- 02   _   NIL( 02.+   D2)
void area =   2  F   4 R W

Aa - total area                                  (3.)
/I  D2
2   F

P-D        D
A   = lateral cross flow area =.     R= 1-  1   (4)Ll pitch length P

where

DF = duct  flat  to flat distance =  5 PNRING + DR + 2Dw 
P = fuel rod triangular pitch

b  = fuel rod diameterR

DW = wire wrap diameter

N = number of fuel rods in the bundle

N     = number ofhexagonal rings of fuel rods inRING the bundle

assume that the fuel rod pitch P can be approximated by

P=D  +DR    W

then [3] becomes
r 2           27

.   NH         DR +
 (P -DR)  A= 1- - 7 2 (5)

a                               2        p( ,/5 N
+ 1) + (P - DR)- RING
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D 2 D 2,

NH L P[(-R) + (1 --f) ]
Aa = 1 -

-

(5)
2/3 r- DR72.

1-43  NRING + 2- -1p J

replacing (4) and (5) into (2) yields

**
El=Bl E (6)

where

F. DR
2 DR 21

1

C -Ir)         +    (1   -   -F_)       
B = 1 -NIL

L
1          (7)1

2 ,/i                           -                             D   -                           D-R
43 N +2- -

1 - -t 1RING P.

The conversion factor in Eq. (7) is presented graphically
in Fig. 6 as a function of P/DR and the number of fuel rods, N.

lb. Derivation af the swirl velocity conversion factor to
transform C to Cl

C = ratio of the sup6rficial swirl velocity to the
superficial bundle average axial velocity used
in the ENERGY porous body model and given by
Khan's correlation.

Cl = ratio of thw swirl velocity to bundle average axial
velocity in the ENERGY subchannel model and SUPER-
ENERGY

U V
S                SC=- C= - (8)U        1    V

where

US = superficial swirl velocity in the bundle peripheral
region

VS = actual swirl velocity in the bundle peripheral
region.

then from Eq. (8)
X

el =:T:
C (9)
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dhd: ·61   ,'i·  b:in'17 c  1  .·  .  -: 1

Xf' := 'bundl'd ;average .axi,ail:.Dorosifty as derived abb-ve l ly
. .a,     9)  fr·on·  4  ".1  ,  1   watEr  bundle   Et  twr,  1 low  i·ates

.,- A,16..=.€Lateralt,tporositty  dinn.the™ periphetal 're'gion?rof  lengths
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or; ly    Ch#   tltrbulent    flow   data   wae   uonaidewcd   Le.,·c.    31*':.:e   meat
25- 'cX r ,  <p99422 (&9/s& 9-i'6&$91&.eg T .Grjgoriteria  [ 2,31  enabll„c.   be   111   thim    fl((,10)

s    . k'. -,1.-ns.§ °fl Wif'th-ia;data-'on*;Bills can be  undertakenher the val.adity of +Lis new swir:F mo121 is accomplished
6  mure  date  is  avail.·.,840.

where
Flbur'es 9 and lu :,tiow twelve inch wire wrap pitch data.

: ' :hjg· =:idistance; ibetweenetthe:.duct:.wal,1·)'andi outermost:>cal
transvers,fuell,roa:y, 1.0.1 the velocity ar a particular point
within. the subchannel. The transverse velocity shap we seel.

a'ssume: thal:tlg <canbbenappr.okimated ibypr,RENERGY CODE. Since this
.... code dtill·Zes  cnly  subcharinel  averaged   transverse  velocities,

sr:.me  q·uest.ion  exists  regrard. lm  i·,hl ch data  is  most  mpplicaa.Le
f'or this purpose.   The ;56 1.lofn'BR A. B and C perhaps do the
Sest job since they contain little of the internal aubchannel

then:rEq.y:01:09::bebomesxnpared to' points  D  and  E)   that  are  modelei
1·< another empirical constant, the enhanced eddy djrfusl.vit:87.    Futur·2 porib should p'.99.' ide  a more detailed experimentai

th«t fs,3„el'I,=pi 1'I ;1 ';t ve;  t 1 'tran,verse  •,«10,1· ,   »Ii  t,«fljl„,d .
verse velocity flow 73 mla =r.

P D+ - P--Figurell.J,$0ws28 replos2cf Fig. 9 on a normalized scale.
Also  included  are  two  averages,   again normalized. The dash,-3
line probaPly_ rlepresentE  the b,sst averase of' the two nince J
uses cata D,r,10'44 that are fal' frok the corner ar,a the most-    -R.t'ully·  C.:=.'op  :·'1 hydrodynamically.

Pigull?R 12,213 and 14 are :jlm:liar to Figs.  9,10 and 11 resuee-
blvely except they are for the six inch wire wrap pitch.
replacing Eqs. (5) and (11) into Eq. (9) yields

All MIT data is arbjtrarily extrapolated to BY.,-tre at
2 '1 0       1    A

.       .. 3 . . = . tbe.   point   aic]71=i<82 1.Cie  ::11·e   wra 5-:   +,ssbes   th:*c('.i2.0
..-"
4 1.M gap be ween tho fuel pin and duct welr .  Tnus the range of

wher:eaility of MIT data c:.tends from 45 · ·,< 315'. Future
.:frrts 01:ould try cs fill 10 thls  , air.....  : : Flata  unct:tiainty,
-, 4 5©  <  a  <  4:U.,-- - -I - -

D 2 - ,D 2 P    1
·: 2'.1 Ch  -   1 :   pl.r.  bil: . (PR-) .. ,+2 (:19 2 - i)

- _DR    -    2NH -
B 2'' f:Ly     1,  E-   L            rs        : . c   . i. .. ...... . ...: ....1   ...e  , .... ............ 0.    t'.'    i:he   (*13')253-

ve.rse    ic 1.0   i.ty  2,/3 1-ipir   six   inah   Y i-2'-t'ap   3.:32-1   ritir:dle   which
' 4.  J'.6.; i':1  4  prjmc. 3'/3  i  : : 4:ilti: R. ,     P· 2-:  f id  axial  pressure

..'  :.C  ·, 4 e 11
Zi·    i·'  '. It.

·

RING:le.       ,'24    '.      Dfn'.   P  'OT'l  f r,q   rti,\:   nw. - I.  . .1' .     - .
- I

-                    --       -
-                                      -
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The conversion factor in Eq. (13) is presented graphically
in Fig. 7 as a function of P/DR and the number of fuel
rods, N.

2.   Swirl flow model (Kerry Basehore) -    I. - -

The present version of SUPERENERGY [1] requires the input
of a correlated empirical constant, Cl which is the ratio of
the transverse velocity in the bundle periphery to the bound
average axial velocity.  ENERGY [2,3,4] has a similar constant
C, which is a ratio of the superficial velocities encountered
in the porous body model. These constants are discussed in
some detail in the preceding section.  Both models assume
that this input parameter and therefore the transverse velocity
or swirl flow is invariant with edge subchannel axial and
radial positioning.  Experimental studies, most notable the
WARD 11:1 air flow experiments [5,6,7] and the MIT laser
doppler anemometer water tests [8], have shown that this
assumption is incorrect.

Work started this quarter on reducing the available swirl
flow data and incorporating it into the SUPERENERGY code.--"- Data from all sources was graphed on a common base for ease
in comparison. The convention used was that suggested by the
WARD 11:1 documents [5,6,7]:

-·                     T
· T

VB       0   tan    e
versus  a

where

V  = transverse velocity in the bundle periphery

VB = bundle average axial velocity

tan 0 = tangent of the angle of projection of the wire
wrap centerline on the axis of the rod

a = wire wrap position on the rod circumference.
The zero position is when the wire is crossing
the gap between the fuel rod and the duct wall.

This definition implies that when

VT
=1  ,V   tan eB

then the flow is following the wire wrap tengentially.  For
more discussion see Ref. 5.

.
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MIT-61 pin bundle data [8]

The MIT data was collected at several points radially
(see Fig. 8) from a 61 pin water bundle at two flow rates
(one turbulent, the other laminar) and wire wrap lead lengths
of six and twelve inches. For the purpose of data comparison,
only the turbulent flow.data was considered here since most
cases of interest that satisfy the GrJ criteria [2,3] enabling
use of forced convection SUPERENERGY will be in this flow
regime. Expansion to laminar data analysis can be undertaken
after the valadity of this new swirl model is accomplished
and more data is available.

Figures 9 and 10 show twelve inch wire wrap pitch data.
In this case the transverse velocity plotted ls the local
transverse velocity, 1.e., 4he velocity at a particular point
within the subchannel. The transverse velocity shape we seek
is one which  can be used  with the SUPERENERGY CODE. Since this

»         code utilizes only subchannel averaged transverse velocities,
some question exists regarding which data is most applicable
for thls purpose. The gap points A, B and C perhaps do the
best job since they contain little of the internal subchannel
mixing effects (as compared to points D and E) that are modeled
b  another empirical constant, the enhanced eddy diffusivity
Efo Future work should include a more detailed experimental
look into the subchannel transverse velocity flow.field so
that a true lumped or average transverse velocity can be found.

Figure 11 shows a replot of Fig.  9 on a normalized scale.
Also included are two averages, again normalized. The dashed
line probably represents the best average of the two since it
Uses data points that are far from the corner and the most
fully developed hydrodynamically.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 are similar to Figs. 9,10 and 11 respec-
tively except they are for the six inch wire wrap pitch.

All MIT data is arbitrarily extrapolated to zero at
a=00, 1.e., the point at which the wire wrap passes through
the gap between the fuel pin and duct wall.  Thus the range of
reliability  of  MIT data extends· from  45°<a< 3150, Future
e fforts should  try  to  fill  in this range -of 3ata uncertainty,
-4 5 0  <a s  4 5 0  :-

French - 19 Pin bundle data [9]

Lafay et al., took some visual measurements of the trans-
verse velocity in their six inch wire wrap lead bundle which
was designed primarily to investigate radial and axial pressure
profiles in a wire wrap bundle. While these profiles may not
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be as precise as laser doppler anemometer or pitot tube
measurements, they do serve to point out gross data errors
that may occur with the more sophisticated acquisition tech-
niques. The French  data are shown  on  Figs.  12 and  14.

-

WARD 11:1 Air Flow Tests [5,6,7]

One of the important results of the WARD tests was a
datailed measurement of the cross flow profile in. the gap as
a function of wire wrap angle. Of particular interest in the '
data reduction done here is the transverse velocity profile
for the edge subchannels as reported in Ref. 6 are reproduced
in Fig. 15. The profile will vary to a small degree (see
Ref. 10) depending on the method used to select the charac-
teristic transverse velocity. Three possible choices are
the gap averaged velocity, maximum velocity in the gap region
or the gap centerline velocity.  The average velocity is
plotted here since it appears to be most reasonalbe choice
physically.  This choice in reality is not that important
anyhow, since as can be seen the range of measurement is
quite small, -66.7°<a<49°, and offers no hint as to the
profile  in the cent€r  rl.gion  of  Fig.  10.

Through comparison of the various sets of data it was
decided to use the French visual data shown in Fig. 14 for
the six inch lead velocity profile, and the hybrid curve
shown in Fig. 16 for the twelve inch lead velocity profile.
These can be updated as more reliable data becomes available.
Each of these curves was numerically integrated, and the
average was found by changing the coordinate system so that
the average is designated as 1.00 it is possible to use the
curves only as forcing functions in conjunction with the
empirical constant Cl which will specify the magnitude. Some
work has been started in checking this new swirl model against
existing heated pin data. These results will be reported upon
their completion next quarter.

Recommendations under consideration for future MIT laser
doppler anemometer measurements are:

1.   Repeat ezisting data in an attempt to determine re-
producibility, also taking more data points per lead
length.

2.   Extend the range of the measurements to include a four
inch lead with geometry similar the CRBR blanket assembly.

3.   Extend the range of measurement to include other flow
rates in oreder to determine Re effects.
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The ENERGY series of codes, developed initially at MITby E. Khan, and and extended with the steady state multiassemblycode SUPERENERGY by B. Chen, have exhibited very good agree-ment with the data [17]. In particular, the SUPERENERGY code,restricted to problems where intra-assembly bouyancy forces  -are negligible in relation to the viscous forces; requiresrelatively modest amounts of core storage for even thelargest cases, and extremely fast running times. This isdue to the explicit finite difference scheme used, and thefact that the ENERGY model permits uncoupling of the ENERGY,momentum, and continuity equations for those cases where thebouyant forces are unimportant. E. Khan developed a modifiedGrashoff number criterion specifically to determine when de-coupling of the 3 equations is permissible. Flow under theseconditions is termed forced convection in the context of theENERGY model. In cases of forced convection, temperaturedifferences caused by radial power skews are assumed not tosignificantly affect the flow field.

The memory and computational time requirements of theSUPERENERGY code makes its extension to cover transient eventsin single and many coupled assemblies in cases of forced con-vection highly desirable. It will be shown in section 5 thatit is not possible to provide predictions of the coolanttemperature field at the subchannel level for all assembliesin 1/12 core sector studies. Two different versions of atransient SUPERENERGY code are therefore proposed to dealwith individual aspects of the problem.

Chapter 2 describes broad clases of transient eventspostulated to occur in the design life of the Clinch RiverBreeder Reactor Plant, and defines the capabilities and opera-tional characteristics considered essential for a usefultransient computer code. Chapter 3 describes limitations and
capabilities of currently available transient analysis codes.Chapter 4 evaluates several numerical methods, with particularapplication to the extension of the steady state SUPERENERGYcode to cover transients. Chapter '5 proposes specificmodifications to the ENERGY model for each of the 2 versionsof the code; one intended for evaluation of interassembly heattransfer in 1/12 core·sector studies, and one intended fordetailed single assembly studies. Finally, Chapter 6 discussesthe work to be done and additional questions to be resolvedin the process of providing a complete package of transientanalysis codes applicable in the forced convection flowregime.                                                  -

-
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2.0  Requirements for Transient Analysis Codes

2.1 CRBRP Core Transients
\.

' -       '  The transient-version·of SUPERENERGY under development
is designed for use with liquid metal fast breeder reactors.
The transients defined in this section are solely representa-
tive of events considered possible at various times during
the design life of the Clinch River freeder  eactor Plant
(CRBRP)

Many trasient events are postulated to occur during the
life of the CRBRP. Although thermal effects, and operational,
structural, and safety consequences must be determined forall.. of these, a small number of events  have been identified
as "worst case" transients, i.e., those events imposing the
most severe thermal conditions on the reactor core for a
large number of similar events. The list of transients

t..... contained in this section were determined with the assistance
of Dr. Ron Coffield at Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division.
The events described herein are not intended to represent
either a complete list of "umbrella" events, and may not re-
flect the final event definitions. They are intended to
identify some of the major causes of significant core therml
transients, as well as some transient mechanisms, such as
variation of coolant flow rate, rod power production, and
inlet coolant temperature with time, and to define even
duration times. This data is necessary to establish the
capabilities for a transient analysis code.

The list of transients and event descriptions is contained
in Table 2. Since current efforts are directed toward develop-
ment of a code capable of thermal analysis under conditions
of forced convection as defined in section 1.0, only those
transient events or parts of transient events will be con-
sidered here which result in coolant flow in the forced con-
vection regime. at all times.  '

It can be seen from Table 2 that a useful transient
analysis code must include the capability to analyze transients
resulting in either single or combined variation of coolant
flow rate, inereases and decreases of power production of
various rates, and also variation in coolant inlet tempera-
tures. Event duration and transient energy storage within
fuel rods affect dictate that the code be able to analyze
transients lasting in the range of at least 1/2-2 minutes.
Changes in bundle geometry resulting from severe thermal
transients are not within the scope of this analysis.
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2.2  CRBRP Core Transient Analysis Requirements

The CRBRP core consists of 377 [18] fuel, blanket, and
primary and secondary control assemblies.  All fuel, breeding,
and control rods are contained within hexagonal stainless
steel ducts bf uniform flat to flat dimensions. Individual
fuel and blanket bundles include groupings of 61 and 217 pins.
Severe thermal gradients occurring inthe core during reactor
operation currently call for symmetric movement of certain
assemblies during the refueling cycles to assure more uniform
thermal exposure. A code which can model the thermal and
hydraulic effects with a 1/12 core sector is considered
sufficient [19] to accurately model interassembly heat
transfer during most types of transient events. As a design
goal therefore, the transient analysis code under development
should be able to couple a maximum of up to 39 assemblies,
the number of assemblies in a 1/12 core sector, to attain good
estimates of interassembly heat transfer, with at least a
coarse nodal structure.

Detailed transient analysis of individual-bundles re-
quires that the code must be capable of providing tempera-
ture profiles at several axial sections throughout the bundle
on a subchannel basis. The largest bundle, the 217 pin
assembly, contains 438 subchannels in the coolant. In addition,
to account for,the transient thermal energy capacity of the
fuel rods and ducts which significantly dampen the response
of the coolant to rapid thermal transients, it is necessary
to accurately model each fuel pin and duct wall to evaluate
the transient heat flux absorbed from or released to the
coolant.

In addition to the functional characteristics already
discussed, the code should offer maximum·flexibility to the
user in terms of specification of input parameters, forcing
functions, and output. It has been determined from discussions
with core designers at Westinghouse that when in the multi-
assembly analysis role, the code should permit the following
degree of specificity:

A.  For each bundle type (i.e., 61 pin fuel, 217 pin fuel, etc.)

1.  Complete description of all bundle geometric
parameters

2.  Empirical constants €* and Cl

3.  Complete description of the following forcing
functions:

a.  normalized rod power generation vs. time
b.  normalized bundle flow rate vs. time.
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In detailed single assembly studies, essentially all of the
above data is also requried.

2.3  Core Storage and Computational Time Requirements
-

An obvious design goal is to minimize both core storage
and computational running times for all cases. Specifically,
to permit running on many of the large computer systems
currently in use in industry and government research labora-
tories, the largest multiassembly problems and the largest
single bundle cases should require a maximum of 2000 K bytes
of core storage.  Also, for practical consideration, the
largest and longest cases should probably not require in
excess of 2 hours of running time on a high speed computer,
such as a Control Data 7600. This is a softer limit than
than on core storage, as the permissible running time can
be determined by each user on a case by case basis.

3.0  Available Transient Codes.

In this section, brief descriptions will be given of
some general computer codes currently used in the evaluation
of core transients. It will be shown that none of these codes
can practically be used to evaluate coolant and fuel tempera-
tures in large bundles on a subchannel basis while considering
interassembly heat transfer effects.

3.1  CORTAC

The code CORTAC [14] was developed by Argonne National
Laboratories and General Electric to analyze the effects of
core trandients on the core restraint systems of liquid
metal fast breeder reactors. Structural and thermal analysis
of the core restraint system is accomplished by coupled
reactor kinetics, core thermal hydraulics, and structural
deformation analyses. The core region is modeled as a series
of annular rings of assemblies.  Each of the annular rings
may be further subdivided into up to 9 additional annular
regions. Up to 30 axial sections may be specified.

While the above physical model of the reactor core is
adequate to perform structural analyses of the core restraint
system, it is not sufficient to provide detailed thermal and
hydraulic data for a single bundle on a subchannel basis.  It
is also not sufficient to provide data about individual
assemblies during multiassembly studies. Thus, CORTAC cannot
be considered sufficient to provide the core analysts the
data necessary to set and evaluate fuel burnup requirements
nor realistically analyze the safety implications of certain
severe transients with respect to: the fuel.
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3.2 COBRA

The COBRA [11] series of codes were originally designed
to provide 'detailed thermal and hydraulic data on a sub-
channel basis for fuel assemblies in PWR's. It therefore
contains extensive capability to evaluate two phase fluid
flow which is not necessary in the currently identified
transients occurring in liquid metal fast breeder reactors.
The code is structured to permit analysis of a wide variety
of bundle geometri*s, is not limited to wire wrapped pins
in hexagonal ducts, and as such, is an extremely useful
design tool in evaluation of bundles with new or extremely
complex geometries. It does not, however, have the capa-
bility to evaluate multiple assembly clusters.

COBRA III-C/MIT is a modified version of COBRA .III
altered to reduce running time and allow large number of
radial nodes. Both versions include'a finite difference

3             · fuel ·model with an arbitrary number of annular elements·
in the fuel and clad regions. This is a significant de-
parture from previous versions of COBRA which required fuel
to coolant heat transfer as a function of time to be speci-
fied as input.

COBRA III solves the momentum, energy, and continuity
equations simultaneously by using a mixture of explicit
and implicit numerical methods permitting unconditional
spatial and temporal stability. The complexity of the
calculations, combined with the numerical techniques used,
result in excessive computational time and core storage
requirements. It is uneconomical, and in many cases im-
possible, to run transients. of necessary duration for the
full subchannel representation of 217 pin and 61 pin bundles
in the CRBRP.

COBRA V has as a goal analysis of interassembly heat
transfer effects and some limited information as to indi-
vidual bundle thermal and hydraulic performance for a 1/12
core sector. This code will require some homogenization
and lumping within individual bundles. COBRA V is still
under development, so that further evaluation of the code
capabilities must await its formal release.

3.3  FORE-III [20]

Many transient analyses performed to date at Westinghouse
ARD were done using a modified version of the code FORE-II.
FORE-II is a coupled point kinetics-thermal hydrualic code
with the capability of providing extremely detailed tempera-
ture maps and other system parameters in the coolant, fuel,
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and clad for a slngle fuel rod, as a function of time.
Boundary conditions which must be input are currently
evaluated at Westinghouse with the use of steady state
subchahnel codes such as COTEC. Although some statistical
and other data necessary to evaluate safety and burnup
criteria can be determined from FORE-II, it is not capable
of producing temperature fields on a subchannel basis for
an entire fuel bundle or of determining inter and intra-
assembly heat transfer effects. The code cannot be expanded
to a subchannel code since core storage requirements currently
approach the capacity of the computer. The running time is
extremely fast, and runs approximately as long as the transient
event duration.

3.4  Other Codes

Other specialized or test codes exist for determination of
transient temperatures.  One such code, COTECT [24], an  experi-
mental transient version of COTEC, was an attempt at determining
the feasibility of expanding the CORTAC code into a 3-D
transient version,  Results. indicated the impracticability
of such a conversion. Hence, the COTECT code is not considered
acceptable for general use.

4.0  Comparison of Fuel and Coolant Models and Numerical Methods

4.1 Energy Model and Steady State SUPERENERGY Code
Numerical Methods

The ENERGY method models interchannel heat transfer as
the result of both thermal diffusion and turbulent eddy dif-
fusion. For the specific case of forced convection flow con-
ditions, the velocity profile within the bundle is assumed
known. Flow in the interior region of the bundle is assumed
to be purely axial, and is currently approtioned to each sub-
channel type using E. Novendstern's friction drop correlations.
In the peripheral region of the bundle, consisting of all the
edge and corner subchannels immediately adjacent to the duct,
the flow is postulated to contain both the axial component,
as well as a circumferential component taken to be a percen-
tage of the axial flow.

The assumptlon of known velocity profile under forced
convection conditions is particularly significant, in that it
permits uncoupling of the energy equations from the momentum
and continuity equations, and causes vast simplifications in
the computational procedure. In the discussion of analytical
methods for conversion of SUPERENERGY to a transient code, it
will be assumed that forced convection flow conditions, as
defined in section 1.0, prevail. The transinet codes developed
as a result of this study will be applicable only to transients
which remain in the forced convection flow regime at all times.
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4.2  Modifications for Transient SUBERENERGY Code
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where At is the time step, and i is the timestep index.,

The primary advantages of this method are extreme simpli-

city, minimization of core storage requirements, and speed. The
-- .*

major disadvantage is th* stability limits which must be observed.

Note that in order for equation 4-2 to be considered strictly

correct, the timestep must never be taken larger than the time

required   for the coolant   to pass completely through a .mode.      This
..

time period is called the n,8,de.sweepttl:me.'it.This.erestriatliong.i--a
necessary in order that the last term in equation 4-2, the con 

vective term, result in coolant being convected into the current

node only from the coolant node immediately upstream.  It would

be physically incorrect to permit the coolant to be drawn from

more than one node upstream of the current node, as the effect

of intermediate nodes on the coolant temperature wou&d be lost.

Therefore, in order to insure the node sweep time criteria is

always observed, we require that

Vit f Az .(4-3)

or

8Z
At. 3 7- (4-4)

where At is the timestep
.:.'
948 is the axlal step length

V is the smallest axial coolant velocity in any sub-

channel of the bundle.

Note that the node sweep time criteria also applies in the

circumferential direction. In the edge and corner nodes, which
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lie exclusively in a flow region postulated to contain a cir-
7*..5.                          'cum rential component of velocity,   ant   additional term would   be

-   ,added to equation 4-2 representing the transient convection of

energy into the current node from the·adjacent edge'or corner

node. Care must be taken to insure that in addition to equation

4-4,
'.,1

At  -'  Al9: F (4-5)

where Al is the lateral extent of the adjacent edge or corner

node,   V  is    the circumferential veloelty component.

4.2.1.2  Bender Method

Another finite difference formulation in·use in codes such

as CORTAC is one which specifies two nodal temperatures; the node

average temperaturg  and  the node outlet temperature, as shown, in

Fig. 17(a). Although thls formulation is potentially more accurate
than the assignment of.a single temperature per coolant node, it

has a disadvantage of requiring twice as much storage.
. -*--

Bender  E13 ]  .indi€ates ·    that   for. the   case of single isolated
axial coolant channel, in contact with only one fuel rod, the

governing equation for determination of coolant temperature as

a function of position, z, and time, t, within one axial section

is given as:

3Tc.(t,Z.) i 3Te ( t.,z:)OC A      41 '   = r- [Tw(t) - *(t)] -dii.ppVA- (4-5)
we                         3Z

..\

1                                                                                                                                                                                                                 \
.

--/                                                      -
'.
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where TC(t,z) = coolant temperature
-

TC(t) = node average coolant temperature

TW(t) = node average fuel rod wall temperature

RWc = thermal resistance between the clad and the

coolant.

Bender further notes that

--     0%
- Te (t) = 1   1     Tc (t,z) dz (4-6)

/0

and

BT*(t ,Z.)r , =  T ft) -  T*n (t.) , (4-7)

52          dz''

where TL(t)  = node outlet temperature                         '

T  (t) = node inlet temperature, which equals thein

outlet temperature from the upstream node.

In order to determine a valid expression for TL(t),

Bender solved a reduced form of equation (4-5) by Laplace trans-

form methods, where the heat transfer from the fuel rod to the

coolant is replaced by a time varying heat flux, q".  From this,

the coolant temperature as functions of both position and time was

explicitly determined.  Evaluating this solution at z = dz, the

node outlet, and expanding the result to be applicable to a

coolant subchannel in the core, Bender obtains the general solu-

tions for the coolant nodal outlet temperature as a function of

time:
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Nl_
TLi+1'j = TLi'j - 2(TLi,j - Tal, j ) Yl . + E . irc< (Tki' j -Sci.j)&*

k=1  k
• tti

q. lat A z.1+1 (4-8)(for At :29-)PC

<T i+1.j - T i,j"fat-az:
T i+1'j = TLi,j +    in . : . : . ·  in : ; : .1    -lF   l'+ r    1.-(T i,j_*i,j)L At k=1  Ck  k     C

4 .4
9 "B

 414*,TAZ (4-9)i=*t.  +       -'4 *-·  ,       ( for   At>    8 *)3
Bc v            7

S, where  •   '     i  is  the timestep index

j is the axial step index

k is the 1ndex for neighboring subehannels

R   = thermal resistance between node k and the current
Ck

coolant node.

The general form for the coolant node average temperature

is also given by an adaptation of equation 4-5 to finite differ-

ence form:

Toi+1. J . 116 ,4 +   A:'...(Tki. 1 -i i T6'it. j)
At , ti ... 1(1 Q

C

./ "i VAti+1

+ 9   ; At  _ (TLi,j - Tini,j) -KE     -         -     (4-10)
-       .  - ..'/63..  P...1.-,

PC

Bender compared the accuracy of his particular solutions for the

coolant outlet temperature as a function of time with some other

heuristic algorithms commonly in use at the time, namely

.
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TI'(t + At) = TL(t) + [Tc(t+At) - Td(t)] (4-11)

and

TI'(t + At) = Tc (t.+ At) + [Tc (t+At) - Tin (t+At) ] (4-12)

It was shown that in all cases considered, the exact solution

obtained by Bender produced results of higher accuracy than

expression  (4-11)  and  (4-12) .

In addition, . Bender introduced .a solution procedure of

Levy [24] which permits extension of the timestep,  t, in ex-

plicit finite difference equations without. instability.  As

reported in the paper by Levy, however,.this technique will

only produce acceptable accuracy if the temporal stability

criteria, as derived for example, by Dusinberre [25], would not

normally be exceeded without the method for the majority of nodes

in,the bundle cross-section. Levy's procedure was derived for

the specific purpose of permitting the inclusion of a small

number of physically small nodes in a finite difference network

containing many larger nodes.  As shown by Dusinberre, the time-

step stability criteria varies directly with node volume. Since

overall network stability is governed by the stability of the

least stable node; Levy's method was capable of reducing overall

computational time by permitting selection of timesteps normally

suitable for most of the larger nodes. Levy reports, however,

that even though unconditional stability for all timesteps

results with his method, solution accuracy is good only when the

timestep selected is normally stable for most of the nodes in

the network.
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....Ths fBenderi, method. was .origifally,,-investigated  because 'ip.f i,
the    promise  .of  :unconditional    temp oral.  stability..of.  the    explicit„»   I.-      .           -'  .                        .   . . -          .  .  . I. .....''

finite  difference„e-quatipns.. -: -Thez,-Levy.nmethgd -does ,not.-in-,<general

rpermit slarge Ed·n.creases,din ithe,F-4:ize'lrofbrthe:rtimestep-,iwith acceptable

accuracy.,      ,Bender, ·do-e_s. point   ic)Uk;   t.·he,£imp.ort.ance,  p.f ;the#node sweep

time, and .de-velops specialized expressions which are valid for   ·
,·. 2.2.3.  uumpect  ERI· 91:· .1.  :3010.tion  Tr :nnlque

the nodal outlet temperatures for At less than the sweep time andZarly in the investigation into the cnaracteristics oI

approximate expreisions for the case of  t greater than the sweep..aL L.:us methous or solution of' translent heau 1 luxeS from she
time. Timesteps larger than the sweep time'cannot strictly be
fuel pins, it was recognized that computati.onal tlme and the

' used in 'a. finite' differ-ence scheme ,(.see section 4.2.1.1). Other
3-n-age reouirements cou.].d putent.La.t.ty kmpcse a more severe.
methqds, such as that employed by Fox and Yackle [16] have been

, -il ··_csion. r'i'. code performance T:nan the complertely ex:,1:.:it
developed which provide alternate definition of the coolant out-

· -9.ant  solut ion scheme. It waa therefore decided to invessi-
let temperature as a function of time.  Doubling of the storageGate·whether a weighted lumpe·a parameter approacn would permit
requirements, added complexity and lack of increase of stability
rapld and efficient calculation of transient heat fluxes fr:m

suggest rejection of the dual temperature specification per nodefuel pins, while requiriny minimal core storage. requ.:czanes.
formulation in favor of that. described in section 4.2.1.1.
I  the previous project report [131 results of this .4.Jiti

The only unresolved question,concerning the, final selection- 4 'un Aere reported. The mass or .tio entire luet T·'n ove: 51
-

of the single versus dual temperature per node formualtion is
rxlel segmeno was lumped in two stttale:s into one 31:1 t.·,v·' I'j..tite  -
that of accuracy.  An investigation comparing the results of both
: .'2:rence nodes, respecrively. ana transient ene ·gy valences
methods for various transient test cases will be carried out.
·r:lten for these nodes. Empirical factorsm' r.  .... "'e applied
Only if the dual tempprature. appEpach yields significant improve-

I -
V  .......      a ./1.: as l'./ ..ter ti: ,.22. inpriclt:.' '  tne elements.

ments will it be selected." ; .;4  empirical  f.actc·'=  w.·r,e calibrated 3.gai:'*15  the  finite

i*l ference fuel model ..,; :eL.., a ITI.-i.'-Mi': ir queh a wav as tc

match the urensient heat flux from the rod as vell as Dossible.

-he finlte diffi  .' 3 5 inpeft '"cr.3 : 11 ,ce for the single

, mof» L  is:
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4 1 2.2        Fuel    Models ;t. -

4.2.2.1 Analytic Solutions

While a ·number·of totally analytic methods [27] exist. for

determination of both temperature distributions and hea
t fluxes

valid at all times, such tecniques are in general not applicable

to the current problem.  All such methods necessarily require

a priori specification of the heit transfer coefficien
t, power

generation, and coolant temperature.  In a tr
ansient SUPERENERGY

code, the heat transfer coefficient is determinate from the

input specification of coolant flowrate and an experimental

correlationifor heat .trans'fer coefficient in .liquid metals as

a function of local Nusselt number.  Transient power generation

is also specified in the input. The coolant temperature as a

function of time is not known a priori.  Hence, as the coolant

temperature is calculated at each timestep, the analytic

solution for transient temperature distribution and heat flux

may be advanced at most by only one timestep as long as c
are is

taken to insure correct initial conditions at each calculation

point.  Hence, even.though core·storage requir
ements are minimized,

the.advantages of the analytic approach are 
losti

4.2.2.2  Hybrid Solution

Nij sing.and Eifler have developed a hybrid solution tech=

nique   [ 28] which permits accurate and computationally simple

solutions   to the transient temperature problems  in  fuel  rods.-

The hybrid method breaks up the fuel pin cross section 
into

several radial annular nodes, similar to a finite differen
ce
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nodalization. The analytic transient energy equation is written

for each node, so that the temperature of each node as a function

of time may be determined in closed form.  .This solution tech-

nique is not advantageous in the current problem for the same

reasons as· the analytic solutions (see section 4.2.2.1).

4.2.2.3  Lumped Empirical Solution Technique

Early in the investigation into the characteristics of

various methods of solution of transient heat fluxes from the

fuel pins, it was recognized that computational time and the

storage requirements could potentially impose a more severe

restriction on code performance than the completely explicit

coolant solution scheme.  It was therefore decided to investi-

gate whether a weighted lumped parameter approach would permit

rapid and efficient calculation of transient heat fluxes from

fuel pins, while requiring minimal core storage requirements.

In the previous project report []9] results of this investi-

gation were reported. The mass of the entire fuel pin over an

axial segment was lumped in two studies into one and two finite

difference nodes, respectively, and transient energy balances

written for these nodes. Empirical factors, r, were applied

in such a way as to alter the heat capacity of the elements.

These empirical factors were calibrated against the finite

difference fuel model of COBRA III-C-MIT in such a way as to

match the transient heat flux from the rod as well as possible.

The finite difference lumped energy balance for the single

region model is:
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mC   I'dr  =   q'thr-   hAs (T   - Tc) (4-13)
p dt

where m = fuel rod mass

C  = specific heatP

T = temperature of the (single node) fuel pin

h = heat transfer coeffici#nt from the surface

As = fuel rdd surface area

Tc = coolant temperature

q/" = volumetric heat flux

V = volume of fuel pin.

Similar equations used in the two region lumped model are

given in [29].  Note that in the formulation of the single region

lumped model, equation (4-13), the thermal resistance of the fuel

clad interface does not explicitly appear.  This resistance    li·:

was included in the finite difference code used for calibration,

and hence, its effect is included in the empirical constant, r.

Results presented in [29] indicate that neither the single nor

the dual lumped node approach provides acceptable matches in

transient heat fluxes, especially in the relatively massive blan-

ket bundle pins.  Additionally, it is considered possible that
I.

the empirical constants are functions of fuel rod properties,

pin geometry, and transient characteristics. The advantages

of this method, including extreme computational speed and mini-

mal core storage ·requirements, were offset  by poor accuracy  in

some cases, and the need for extensive additional parametric

analysis and evaluation of the empirical constants. The use of
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order two are chosen as these two collocation points so as to

maximize accuracy.

It can be seen that at each step, the simultaneous solution

of a set of equations is necessary in order to determine heat

fluxes and temperature distr'ibutions. A transient version  of

SUPERENERGY, capable of dateiitinining temperature distributions

in a 7 pin bundle of fixed geometry, was written as a test

vehicle for evaluation of various coolant   and   fuel   models.       Com-

parison of running times using the simple explicit single lumped

region fuel model discussed in section 4.2.2.3, with.a modified

version of a collocation code written by Yeung [33] with constant

properties, indicates the collocation prodedure is slower by an

order of magnitude.  Rough estimates for the running time of far

larger bundles during long transients would prohibit the use of

the collocation technique. Therefore, even though extremely high

accuracy has been demonstrated with the collocation method using

variable fuel and clad properties, the use of this procedure is

tentatively rejected in favor of some other very simple and fast

explicit fuel model.

4.2.2.5 - Finite Difference Method

The finite difference method, as used in codes such as

COBRA III-C, assumes circumferentially symmetric n-odalization

of the fuel and clad into annular elements. Discussions with

Dr. Ron Coffield of Westinghouse ARD have indicated that 3

nodes in the clad and 7 nodes in the fuel region would normally

be sufficient for a "high accuracy" solution.  Fully explicit
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solutions to the finite difference model are possible, and are

described, for example, by Bender [23]. While this method has

-»   not currently been programmed 'and tested in conjunetioh with

the 7 pin bundle. test version of transient SUPERENERGY, estimates

of running time based on extending the single region explicit

fuel model described in section 4.2.2.3 indicate the finite

difference method will be much faster than the collocation

procedure. Storage requirements will be Very large, but

estimates of these requirements made in section 5.1.3 and 5.2.3

p    4  indicates sufficient 'storage available in industrial and 'govern-

ment computers for even the largest anticipated cases.  Evalua-

tion of the finite difference procedure in the test cose, and

investigation of the effect of temperature dependent properties

on solution accuracy is necessary before final selection is

made: If running time and accuracy of the explicit finite

difference fuel model compare favorably with the collocation

procedure·, the finite difference fuel model will probably be

selected for use in the transient SUPERENERGY code.

4.2.3  Dynamic Storage Replacement Scheme

Initial investigation of Eq. (4-2) indicates a need

to store one value of coolant temperature for each subchannel

at every axlal level, for both the current timestep and the

previous timestep. This would seem necessary as the explicit

Scheme requires knowledge of the current and surrounding Sub-

channel temperatures at the current timestep, at both the

current and previous axial levels. Schematic representation
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of this method of temperature storage is shown in Fig. 18a.

It may be seen from Figs. 18a that storage of temperatures

at the current timestep more than one axial level upstream is

unnecessary. An alternate storage method is therefore proposed

shown in Figs. 18b and 18c. In.this method, temperatures at:,the

next tdmestep are calculated and placed in temporary storage

until the calculational procedure has marched two levels down-

stream. Then, the next timestep temperatures are dynamically

replaced into the (single) main array as shown.  With estimates

of 18-36 axial levels in assemblies, the reduction in core

atorage requirements is significant.

5.0  Analysis Method for Detailed Single Bundle and
Multiassembly Studies

It is proposed to write two options within ·the transient

SUPERENERGY code; one which provides detailed temperature fields

within a single large bundle while accounting for either user

defined or previously calculated interassembly heat transfer,

and one version which is capable of considering a 1/12 core

sector. of 39 highly "lumped" assemblies while determining and

storing interassemoly heat transfer data. Both versions of the

code are described below.

5.1  Single Bundle Studies

5.1.1 Basic Model

The primary purpose of a single assembly study should be
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to provide extremely detailed spatial and temporal coolant and

fuel temperature fields for design, analysis, and safety veri-
.,

fication, while considering interassembly heat _transfer effects.
./                                          I.

Therefore, the basic subchannel coolant nodal structure will

not be changed in the single bundle version of the transient

SUPERENERGY code, with two exceptions; it is proposed to

eliminate the corner subchannels, and the subchannels within

the interassembly gaps between 2 neigboring assemblies.  The

major purpose of these moves is to enhance axial stability

criteria, permit use of fewer axial steps, and hence reduce

computational running time.

Strict stability criteria exist for each subchannel type

in the coolant and .in the fuel which specify the maximum per-

missible axial step size, and the maximum permissible timestep

size, due to the explicit nature of the proposed computation

scheme. As  reported  in [22], axial stability criteria  of  the

gap edge and corner subbhannels nearly always governed the

overall stability of bundles in the steady state case. To

eliminate the need for an excessive number of very small axial

steps, K. Basehore developed an alternative procedure which

eliminates the need to calculate temperatures in the gap and

duct regions. Heat transfer between assemblies is modelled

as occurring solely by conduction between edge and corner

subchannels of adjacent bundles. The duet walls of the 2

facing assemblies, as well as the sodium in the interassembly

gap region, are taken to be effective resistances to heat
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transfer.

It has been found through examination of stability criteria,

that the small physical size of the corner subchannels makes

them the next most limiting subchannels after the gap edge and

corner subchannels. It becomes possible to significantly

increase the axial step size by eliminating the corner subchannels

as separate entities, and instead combine 1/2 of the areas of

the corner subchannel into each of the two neighboring edge

subchannels.  Preliminary results from test cases run with the

7 pin bundle test code previously discussed has indicated very

little loss in accuracy by this move. In many cases, the temper-

ature of the coolant in the corner subchannel is predicted by

the steady state SUPERENERGY code to be very. close to the

temperature of the surrounding edge channels due to both con-

duction and the circumferential coolant velocity component

assumed to occur in the peripheral subchannels.  Therefore, unless

further investigation yields significant loss of accuracy, only

interior and edge subchannel temperatures will be computed.

Further moves to permit even larger axial step sizes would

be desirable, but are not essential at this point. Current

estimates are that axial step sizes of.the order of 1 inch would

be permissible for a variety of bundle geometry and coolant

flowrate conditions. This would result in 36 axial levels in

a 3 foot bundle, and will probably be considered acceptable from

an accuracy, storage, and running time standpoint. It is impor-

tant to realize that owing to the explicit marching scheme used
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in the code, where temperature# are determlned by the tempera-

tures of immediately adjacent nodes, 1* is pos3ible for thermal

effects to propagate radially inward by 1 node for every axial       - -

@tep taken,  A 217 pin liundle would require at leaot 18 2*lal

sections for the effects of an externally applied heat flux to

penetrate to the center of the bundle,

5,1,2  Tlmestep Selection

The code will be Bet to automatically determine the.largest

permissible tims tep.  In all gases, the amal le4t of the
„ followlrig criteria will*be uoed ·to select the' timestep';

1,  node sweep time

2,  stability criteria of the most reatrictive coolant

or fuel node

3,  maximum time step size as input by the user,

5.1,3    _Estimates   of   Computational  Time  -9nd _Storage
-R»» pe- - 9-

Detailed estimates of running time and core Storage required

are currently underway and W111 be reported in the next quarterly

progress report,  Rough estimates can be made on storage require=

ments, however,  Major arrays, which contain all coolant and

fuel node temperatures at all axial sections in bundle, are

assumed to impose the prlmary storage require-ment for the pur-

peses of thl& calculation.  Then, the number of bytes of core

-- ·storage required 16 determined approximately  as; . "

B = [Na + (Np x Nf)] x Na x Nb
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where B = # bytes of storage required

Nc = # subchannels in the coolant

N  = # fuel pins in the bundle
P

Nf = # nodes in each fuel pin cross-section

Na = # axial sections in the bundle

Nb = # bytes/computer word.

For the largest bundle now considered for use in the CRBRP core,

the 217 pin bundle,

Nc= 440, Np = 217, Nf = 10, Na i 36, Nb = 8

The number of bytes of core storage required is then:

B ={440 + (217 x 10)] x 36 x 8

* 750 K bytes

Allowing for all other program arrays, a total storage re-

quirement estimated at 1000 K bytes would appear to be fairly

realistic for the case of a 217· pin bundle. This estimate falls

well within the design goal of 2000 K bytes as discussed in

section 2.3.

5.2  Multiple Assembly Studies

5.2.1 Basic Model

Projections of ,core storage requirements alone listed in

section 5.1.3 indicate that the design goal of 2000 K bytes would

be grossly exceeded if the 39 bundles in a 1/12 core sector

were modelled on a subchannel basis. Computational running times
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would also be excessive. To efficiently run large transient

multiple assembly studies therefore it is necessary to greatly

reduce the detail of a subchannel and individual rod nodal

structure of individual bundles. Such homogenization or

lumping is acceptable if we realize that the primary purpose

of this multiassembly code is to provide interassembly heat

transfer rates as boundary conditions to the detailed single

assembly code. In this sense, the multiassembly study results

are used in a cascade method, enabling the designer or analyst

to select· particular individual bundles for detailed examina-

tion: with ·the single ;assembly. code described in section 5*.1.

Sincethe designer may not know a priori which particular

assembly·will be selected ·for later detailed· study, maximum

utility is achieved  ·only if 'the multiassembly code stores on

a secondary scratch storage medium, such as magnetic tape,

all interassembly heat transfer rate data, at selected axial

levels at selected points in time during the transient.  The

single assembly code can then use the stored interassembly. heat

transfer data for the particular bundle selected as thermal

boundary conditions throughout the transient.

Bundle nodal structures in the multiassembly code must

be detailed enough to indicate the presence of internal

power skews, and exhibit the effect of interassembly heat

transfer from each of the six bundle faces. The nature of

the thermal exchanges in a wire wrapped bundle as incor-

porated already in .the ENERGY model suggest that in the
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multiassembly code, each assembly may be modelled as a lumped

7 pin bundle with no corner subchannels, as shown in Fig..19.

It is believed that this is the coarsest nodal structure which

can exhibit both inter- and intra-assembly heat transfer effects.

However, any one or several assemblies could have a more detailed

representation as desired.

The 7 pin lumped bundle does not alter the basic ENERGY

heat transfer model, in that it retains the two region flow

field representation.  The nodal structure permits the transfer

of heat through the.turbulent eddy diffusivity mechanism.  It

also retains the feature of energy transport around the bundle

by means of the circumferential coolant flow around the peri-

phery of the assembly. The felatively coarse nodal structure

in the interior of the bundle is believed to be acceptable, as

it has been shown that the circumferential eonvection of cool-

ant around the bundle has dominant effects on inter- and intra-

assembly heat transfer in most cases.  The nodal structure

should prove acceptable as one of the primary purposes of

the code is to determine transient interassembly heat transfer

rates. The single edge node in the bundle also facilitates the

coupling of any size bundle to any other size bundle.

The proposed 7 pin lumped bundle model includes 12 aver-

aged nodal temperatures in the coolant, and a maximum of 10

nodal temperatures in each of the 7 lumped fuel rods. The

presence of the fuel rods is necessitated due to the important

thermal moderating heat capacity effects in .determining trans-

ient heat fluxes to the coolant. Interassembly heat transfer
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rates as determined from the proposed model will be compared

with results from more detailed models, and will be considered

acceptable if no significant differences result.

5.2.2  Timestep Selection

The procedure for the dynamic selection of timesteps are

as described in section 5.1.2.

5.2.3  Estimates of Computational Time and Storage
Requirements

-

Detailed estimates of running time and core storage require-

te ... ments are currently underway and will be reported in the next

quabterly progress report. A rough estimate on the amount of

core storage required will be made in manner of section 5.1.3.

In the multiassembly code, storage required for the major

arrays is approximately given by:

B z [Nc + (Np x Nf)] x Na x Nbd x Nb

where B, N.N. N-, Na' and Nb are defined in section 5.1.3, andc- p' r
Nbd is the number of coupled bundles.  For 39 coupled assemblies,

NC = 12, Np = 7, Nf = 10, Na = 18, Nb - 8, Nbd = 39

Then:

B = [12 + (7 x 10)] x 18 x 39 x 8

= 460 K bytes
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Allowing for program and miscellaneous storage, the total

storage requirement for a 1/12 core sector with the cornerless

7 pin: buddle assembly idealization could be taken to be approxi-

mately 700 K bytes.  This too lies well within the design goal

of 2000 K bytes specified in section 2.3. Note that if accuracy

demands, individual assemblies could be modelled as 19 pin

assemblies. For a 19 pin assembly,

NC = 36, Np = 19, Nf = 10, Na = 18, Nb = 8, Nbd = 39,

and,

B = [36 + (19 x 10)] x 18 x 39 x 8

= 1250 K bytes.

The total storage requirement with a 19 pin bundle model would

therefore be approximately 1500 K bytes.

6.0  Future Development

Work is currently progressing on determination of axial

step and time step stability criteria for 61 pin and 217 pin

bundles of CRBRP geometry for the single and multiple assembly

code models. This data will be used to make detailed pro-

jections of core storage and computational running times for

various transients listed in table 2. This in turn will enable

determination of the range of transients for which each of the
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two codes are practically applicable.

In the next quarter, development will begin on the single

issembly transient SUPERENERGY code.  Upon completion, the code

will be tested against existing transient codes such as COBRA III,     -

and compared for accuracy of solution.

Work will be initiated in the near future on. development of

the multiassembly'transient SUPERENERGY code.  Results from the

code utilizing the 7 pin bundle nodal structure will be compared

with those from one using a 19 pin bundle nodal structure. Solu-

tion sentitivity to the 'particular lumped model used will be

examined, Estimates as to accuracy, as well as running times,

will be compiled for various transients.

Resolution of several questions will be necessary before

release of either the single bundle of multiassembly transient

computer code. Am6ng those items to be examined are: 1) physical

implications of elimination of the corner subchannels as separate

entitites, 2) sensitivity of coolant temperature distribution

to temperature dependent properties  in the  fuel and clad,  3)

neccessity of inclusion of heat capacity in the duct walls.

Additionally, attempts will be made to include in the capabilities

of transient SUPERENERGY as many of those specified in Ref. 19

as possible.

Finally, very little detailed data is available to date

on mixing effects during flow transients in rod bundles. If

deemed necessary at some point in the future, it will be possible

to utilize the Automated Data Acquisition System to measure the

effects of transients on mixing parameters in 61 pin fuel, 61

pin blanket, or 217 pin fuel bundles.
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TABLE I

CODE APPLICATIONS

SUBCHANNEL SINGLE ASSEMBLY CLUSTER WHOLE"

OF COREADIABATIC HEAT ADIABATIC HEAT
B.C. -FLUX B.C. FLUX ASSEMBLIES

INTER- B.C. B.C.
IOR EDGE

--

STEADY STATE COTEC TRITON TRITON
FATHOM-                ENERGY I SUPER- SUPERENERGY SUPERENERGY/

FORCED 36o THI- 3D ENERGY HEXFLOW
COBRA-IIIC COBRA V COBRA V COBRA VMIT-WOLF

MIXED ENERGY II, -Ir

III Ul
CONVECTION . THI- 3D

COBRA"IIIC COBRA V COBRA V COBRA V

TRANSIENT SUPER- SUPER- SUPER- SUPER-
ENERGY I ENERGY I ENERGY I ENERGY IFORCED COBRA B COBRA BCOBRA V. COBRA V

MIXED

CONVECTION COBRA B COBRA ·V COBRA V COBRA V

WITH FLOW

REVERSAL COBRA V COBRA V COBRA V COBRA V
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TABLE 2

SELECTED CRBRP CORE TRANSIENTS

Type of Forcing
Functions Estimated

Total
Inlet Transient

Power Flow Temp Duration
Transient Description Change Change Change (Minutes)

U-1 Reactor Trip (Scram)
Occurs dur to PPS trip level exceeded           4      7               1
t= 0.0 sec: PPS trips
t= 0.0200 sec: control rods inserted, power

drop rapidly
t=   0.500  sec: maln sodium pumps  trip,   flow

coasts down as:
t= 2.500 sec: flow = 80% full flow
t=   5.500  sec:  flow  = ·50%  full  flow
t = 30.000  sec:   flow  =  10%  full  flow

U-2b Uncohtrolled Rod Withdrawal from 100% Power
t=   0.0  sec: step increase in reactor power

to 115% full power, maintained
for transient duration             4             4        6

t=300.00 sec: manual reactor trip occurs
NOTE: Other less severe scenarios include

various ramp rates of reactivity
insertion from 0.14/sec to 20¢/sec.
This event is umbrella event.

u-16 Operating Basis Earthquake
Reactivity insertion occurs as a result
of core compaction
Also, loss of offsite electrical power is            4           j

assumed. Diesel generators assumed to per-
mit main. sodium pumps to-keep flow at pony
motor level

(Continued)



Table 2. (continued)
TYPE OF FORCING
FUNCTIONS UP

ESTIMATEDUNTIL SCRAM
TOTAL

INLET TRANSIENT
POWER FLOW TEMP. DURATION

TRANSIENT DESCRIPTION CHANGE  CHANGE  CHANGE  (MINUTES)

U-16 t = 0.0 sec: earthquake hits, electrical power ' ' '                2
(cont.) to pumps lost, flow begins to coast 1 1

down to pony motor flow (10% full flow)
t = 0.5 sec: step reactivity insertion of 300. Also,

automatic reactor trip initiated. Rate
of control rod insertion slowed due to
core. misalignment

E-16 Loss of offsite Electrical Power                            ,/                       2
t = 0.0 sec: all electrical power to reactor lost,

including diesel power. Main sodium
pumps coast down, eventual natural cir- Jr

-              -4culation of = 3-3-1/2% full flow estab-
lished

t= 0.500 sec: reactor trip initiated

F-1 Safe Shutdown Earthquake

Reactivity insertion occurs as a result of core
compaction
Also, loss of offsite electrical power is assumed.      1     /             2
Diesel generators assumed to permit main sodium pumps
to keep flow at pony motor level.
t = 0.0 sec: earthquake hits, electrical power to

pumps lost, flow begins to coast to
pony motor flow

t = 0.500 sec: step reactivity insertion of up to
600 occurs. Also, automatic reactor
trip initiated. Rate of control rod
insertion slowed due to core mis-
alignment.

(continued)



Table 2. (continued)
TYPE OF FORCING
FUNCTIONS UP ESTIMATED
UNTIL SCRAM TOTAL

TRANSIENT
DURATION

INLET
POWER FLOW TEMP.

TRANSIENT DESCRIPTION CHANGE CHANGE CHANGE (MINUTES)

F-1 Note: This is an especially severe transient, due
(cont.)           to both severe structural damage, and the fact

that maximum power could reach 230% of full
power for short time before scram.  Thermal       i
effects could be very severe.

Large Reactivity Insertions

For purpose of PPS analysis only, large reactivity     %/'                   1
insertions of up to $2.00/sec are studied.  Ramp              :
rates this large are assumed extremely unlikely
faults, and are not postulated to occur.

-tr
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BUNDLB GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS:
P/D=l.067_  -   Data: NUMBER OF RODS=61

Novenstern's prediction ROD DIAMETERFO.501 INCH
0     Error. bar from F=O to F=l WIRE    DIAMETER=0·10314.INCH
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Figure 1 Interior Channel Flow Split versus Reynold Number
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BUNDLE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS- l i P/D=1.067
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Figure 2 Edge Channel Flow Split versus Reynolds Number



BUNDLE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS:
®                                  P/D=1.067Data:

2.0 -                                   NUMBER OF RODS=61
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Figure 3  Corner Channel Flow Split versus Reynolds Number



BUNDLE GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS:
P/D=1.067
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Figure 5  Cl versus Re for Blanket Assembly
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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Dual Main Arrays Used Dynamic Replacement of Storage into (Single) Main Array.
for Storage of Coolant Step (1), in (b) shows temporary storage of T(t+At) at

Temperatures the'current axial step.  At completion of calculation
of (T(t+ t) for entire axial step, T(t+ t) at previous
axial step is replaced into main array, (2).  Step (3)
indicates "pushing   down"   of   T (t+   t) at current axial
step in temporary storage.  Calculation of T(t+ t) at
next axial step now continues as procedure marches up
bundle.
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Fig. 19 7 Pln Assembly Without Corner Subchannels -
Proposed Lumped Bundle Model in an Inter-
assembly Code.
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TASK II: SUBCHANNEL GEOMETRY (BARE RODS)

TASK IIA: Assessment of Available Data

Nothing to report this quarter.

TASK IIB: Experimental Subchannel Water Mixing Investigation
(Joseph M. Kelly)

Bulk mixing coefficients were measured for single plane
water flows in a simulated rod bundle with a pitch to diameter
ratio of 1.10. A tracer technique employing Rhodamine B as the
tracer and measuring fluoreseence was used. Isokinetic sampling
was achieved by using a pressure balance method. The results
were corrected for both entrance e ffects and diversion cross-
flows.

Our results showed a change.in Reynolds number behavior
as the laminar sublayer began to "choke" the turbulent mixing.
This, and a review of other mixing experiments, suggested that
secondary flows do not compensate for laminarization and that
turbulent mixing decreases as the pitch to diameter ratio de-
creases for values of P/D less than 1.05 in a manner similar to
that predicted by Ramm et al.

Concentration profiles were measured through the clearance
gap and the values of the gradient were used to calculate the
gap averaged circumferential eddy diffusivity for mass.

TASK IIC: Experimental Subchannel Local Parameter

Measurements (Wall Shear Stress Measurement

and Laser Doppler Anemometry)

TASK IIC.1: Wall Shear Stress Measurments (Mohammed Fakory)

As it was shown in the last progress report, use of a
Preston tube was selected to measure wall shear stress. In
order to measure the total pressure point by point in the
peripheral direction around the rod, some changes were necessary
to the selected test section. These changes are done and the
test section is ready to be set up. After considering several
viewpoints it was decided to use air flow in the experiments.
A brief summary of these considerations follows:

Water..'Flow Advantages
1)  One of the advantages of water flow is that we

have larger Preston tube differential pressure (total
local pressure - static pressure) than in the case of
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air flow. The ratio of the differential pressure for the same
Re number is of .order

- -2 - - --   -

APair Mair -PH20 3.827 10-7 1.9354                                                                                          =0.1 4
Ap                                 -5
H20   -UH20-  - air_   _1.925  10  - -0.00548_

A typical ratio using the Patel correlation is

Pair
0.1405

 H20

2)  In the case of water flow, the laminar sublayer is
thicker so it is possible to use larger diameter probe respect
to air flow.

Air Flow Advantages

1)  The dissolved air in the water causes creation of air
bubbles at the entrance of a small diameter probe and thus
causing a false differential pressure.

2)  Air flow requires a simpler transducer than water flow,
there is no zeroing problem, and no zero set point shift.

3)  , The following error estimation shows that although  as
above APair <

APH2 
, the measured wall shear stress error in the

case of air flow s less or at most is the same as in the case
of water flow.

The preferred Patel dorrelation for finding the wall shear
stress is

Y* = 0.8287 - 0.1381 n* + 0.143 n _ 0.006 n*2          *3

where                                    22                          T dAPd                    w
n* = 10glo  ) y* = log

4pv2
10 C 4 Pv 2 )

This formula gives.Tw within + 1.5%.  Considering both
instrument error and correlation error we have in the case of
water flow

AT
W
- = 0.432% + 1.5% = 1.932% (Re = 25000)
TW
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And in the case of air flow:

AT
-w = 0.32% + 1.5% = 1.89% (Re = 25000)
T

W

Therefore probes, accessory devices, and instruments were
designed and calculated on the basis of air flow.  Hoepfully
gathering of experimental data will be initiated during January.

TASK IIC.2  Laser Doppler Anemometry Measurements (John Bartzis)

No measurements were obtained this quarter since the LDA
system was being used for Task III.

TASK IID:  Analytical Model Development - Subchannels (John Bartzis)

1.1  The Differential Equations

1.1.1  The Equations

Since we are going to use a 2-equation turbulent model,
the equations of continuity, momenta, turbulent kinetic energy,
energy diysipation are to be solved. The modeling of the above
equations is discussed in Ref. 1.

The -momentum and transport equations can be put in the
general form

.

<---Convection---*·---Diffusion      9     Source> 1

V+Y +  V If = 95(P +51
(1-1)

If   -  C -rfr,  Tto
3 0  =    (Sff,   Sfe)

*

The separation of diffusion term into a T4 term and an S  term
which is treated as a source term has been on the ground that
T4 includes only the terms that depend explicitly on 0.

1.1.2 The Solution Domain

The equations are to be solved within the characteristic
triangle of the infinite rod bundle as shown in Fig. 1.

The secondary flow quantities (i.e., vr, v0, p/p) are
going to be solved in the whole flow area of the characteristic
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triangle whereas the vz momentum equation and the k, 6
transport equations ·are goiog to be solved only in the outer
region of the flow (i.e.,.yJ 2 25-30).  As pointed out in
Ref. 1 (p. 56) the exclusion of the wall region is made due
to the following reasons:

a)  The sharp gradients of the hydrodynamic quantities
within the wall region need a relatively high number
of points to describe the hydrodynamic field suf-
ficiently well.

b)  The strongly anisotropic turbulent kinetic equation
makes a turbulent model based on the Kolmogorov-Prandtl
hypothesis questionable. H6wever, on the other hand,
the prescription of the quantities themselves within
the wall region is relatively not difficult since the
maln parameters of dependence are the wall shear
stress, the distance from the wall and the fluid
viscosity.

The  approach of excluding  the all region  from the domain
of solution has been used by several authors (see e.g., [2],
[31) and in·the efforts preceding this work at MIT [4].

1.1.2.1  Wall Layer Thickness Prescription

The wall layer thickness is defined from the relation

96 7ee 7 30 (1.2)
77

where u* is the average friction· velocity

-*
( .r.A '1.'.,.e UL  = C

3   / Cti 
yB Is the wall layer thickness

v is the fluid kinematic viscosity.

In case the bulk velocity vb is given instead of u* we
use the friction factor relation, i.e.,

-*         +                                            (1.3)
1,6 = -- V bZ

For the friction factor estimation we will use Ibragimov's
expression [5] which has also been used in Ref. 6.. This ex-
pression is as follows:
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-It - (0.45% ....2 2 ·0 .'.0.,(, I )' J

'A*re      .1  =°· 2£  .L  (  11111'  (-L  -12\  - 9D  '  92)   I   1/ ,  (1.2)

7 --i-ii:1„4.19=10 (-3  1- '1)02  L-Tr F    D
*

A is the flow area within the characteristic triangle and

-0 2f   = 0:046 Re '

(1.4)
0

is. the friction factor for ·circular pipe.

1.1.3  Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions are given in Table Ib.  The nature
of the boundary conditions at the symmetry lines is profound.
We will discuss below the boundary conditions at the near wall
boundary (i.e., at the position YB)·

1.1.3.1 Near Wall Boundary Conditions

-  1.1.3.1.1  Axial Velocity

Along the YB circumferential. line we will make the widely
used assumption of logarithmic profile, i.e.,

vz  (YS, e)  =     .**(52  ly,  E   210) 11 (1.5)

k                             )'
where.K and E are constants

According to Ref. 4, K = 0.419, E = 9.8

The velocity.profile in the region 0 < y < Y B needed for
calculation of the bulk velocity is taken as follows
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1%31 - u* Ce) y -far t»)y « c-     ,- ..+  D     4.6c
'64(0)                y                           y

VZ (9)0) 4*) 9        U 
.-I

_       =-«+         9,™     '*<C  1       4;.         56                                  -  5  -

 t (9                     1                  v     P
Q'64)

where

P=--  vz (78' e)/'2' Ce)-5                  96 ©
2. lette)_-

5Y

4 - &*  (78, e)A*(e)  +  5-  pf«,-21B    (1.6'1)
The expressions for a, B come from the velocity continuity

condition at the points

13t (e)   = s «,n,1.  Y w*#= 3 0
7                                      Y

1.1.3.1.2 Turbulent Kinetic Energy

As we have pointed out in Ref. 1, p. 58 the near wall

boundary lies within the dynamic equilibrium subregion where
the importance of the convection and diffusion mechanism are
minor.

Thus the transport equation for k can be reduced to

G ':,t ) 07'4 = £8 (1.7)

'  7-98   C    'Dr   / 7= 98
where EB is the energy dissipation at y=YB·
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On the other hand the axial momentum equation neglecting
the lateral gradient as small compared with the radial gradient
is reduce to

-!_ 3* Cr  -vt  '4   - gg vz     4,»)2
Y  -D rl --*.*=-\ (1.8) brz DH'

where DH is the hydraulic diameter and u* is the average
friction velocity.

Integratlng Eq. (1.8) over YB and neglecting the friction
effect at YB we obtain

2 2. 2.
(      - 2   ra- r   ,

(»-  '4 v,)  =   91.- Ii..(0)1 -, ---IL(.R.jS. DH (1.9)

Y-7 3  2
where

r  = D/2
1

r2 = D/2 + YB

Since ,

0 Vil \k
.- *(e)
-

< +DY /„
and ry B k YB2

CM As   Rvz \ -, '7= G  yry>·
28   \   -Dr j y= 78 )'1=318

we find finally

€ - (1.10)r        (- F572 ) U.*(e)

/y=Ye '< 98
, 71 (1.11)

AB=   .=   E-  v. vz  / 8
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1.2 Grid

We have tried to make the grid space as uniform as possible.
The reason·is that although grid Honuniformity can improve the
accuracy of the problem in some cases usually it has a negative
effect  on rate of convergence and stability [8]. On the other
hand a uniform grid makes the numerical equations easier to
handle. So in the e direction a uniform spacing be is used,
i.e.,

-[T-

Ae -  GA- eji =6 (1 ---=)-
(1.12)

where JN is the number of mesh points in the 0-direction. With
respect to the r-direction, the spacing along the gap (i.e., 0=0)
is also taken uniform, i.e.,

'-

9 - 1 i..  =  .    - C * .941/ 44); *i sML

M=  ru- (TN -1) C i.'A)
where

M is the number of points along 0=O line

IN is the number of points along 0=300 line, and

YB is the wall boundary thickness

For i-* M the spacing cannot be uniform since  it is defined
from the zero shear stress line as shown in Fig. 2.

In this case

Pr   .= r .... -'.-- M<,SINi= M+j-1 2   30             2        2

The grid is shown in Fig. 2. 0. ly)

So by the above procedure  the mesh points  (i,j )  have  been   '          -
defined. However at these points only the scalar parameters
k, E, and p the axial velocity vz and auxiliary quantities (e.g.,
eddy viscosities, mixing length) will be calculated. The
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parameters vr(i,j) and ve(i,j) will be defined in a slightly
different position as shown in Fig. 4. This procedure is
similar to that adopted in TEACH code [9].

.1.3  The Finite Difference Equations

The finite difference equations are obtained by integration
of Eq. (1.1) over the control volume. The control volume sur-
rounding the point under consideration is shown in its general
form in Fig. 3.

After integration over the control volume and taking into
consideration the Divergence Theorem Eq. (1.1) becomes

hvs «12 +  4  -r* ,„ d f . f.2 +Z) «lit-- 1 0- (1.15)CS
CS

+ LIS5C5A  S A
where by fcfv  we denote the integration over· the boundary of
the control volume, and f is the unit vector perpendicular to
the'surface boundary as shown in Fig. 3. Let

Ae = length (ne, se)

Aw = length (nw, sw)

An = length (ne,. nw)

As = length (se, sw)

V  = area (ne, se, sw, nw, ne) (1.16)*
P

The value of above quantities for ,the various angles 0
are given.in Table II.  Equation (1.15) can be written

Ae tevit- Aw twvrw + Avt-ven- Astsves +

+ -r"re. At  - T*rw Aw +  -1*9'n A.n- -rfes As  =

=    S*Te.At-  S*,w     Aw      +     6+e ·r,Av-Stes  As   +

+ St ve (1.17)

(*)The nomenclature used in Fig. 3 is almost the same as
that used in Ref. 2.
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In Eq. (1.19) the following approximation has been made

K 51*JA Ri S* -                 (1.18)
CV

where
*

S  is the value of 30 at point P

V  is the control volume surface
P

The continuity equation gives after integration over the
control volume

Ae vre._  Aw vf,  +  A.n ve,n  - Asve 0
(1.19)

In Eq. (1.17) we can distinguish the Convection term,
Diffusion term and Source term as follows:

Diffusion term:

D T = T A        -  TVw   Aw   +  1-*en Am  -T+es  Ar    (1.20,)f re       e
Convection term:

c-r=    A€ vre *C - Aw Vr,v 4w + A.nven'#v' (1.2 Ob)

_   As V9S tsSource term:

(1.20c)

ST--  s*,;3317 Strw Aw + S(*en ve,n - S,pe svet+ *3 fThus Eq. (1.1 can be written

DT + CT = ST
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1.3.1 Diffusion Term

1.3.1.1  Scalar Quantities k, 6 and the Axial Velocity Vz

From the Table Ia we have

72  _     grzaff 'ID 0
9/r__ .(r-

+                      '-D r

€*            · (1.21)

Vez 90Ttg =- - -I'-.I-.--I.-

a-*  y D <) .

We can make the following approximations

A, eff )        c,.,ff j

TfreF -"
Cvrz    / E + Cvr-2/2      4E  -   412

19+ TE - Y-fe

eviff .)w,(24').rz / r
T+r w-'--    ---- -=-- 0 1 -   *31,r

(1.22a)

10-t 9- rw
1 1*Dn  = - )44-44

2. 0-+ r SeA, eff j     C  e,141           f

Tfes = _ Vez/$+02 4    +2 - 4* (1.22b)

9. a-*
9 89

Thus Eq. (1<7a) becomes

.
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DT = (DE+DW+DN+DS)$p - DN• $N-DS• *S-DE·  E-DW· $W

(1.23)

where

DE--BE  c-C„eff )  + rvelf  fl
(1.24a)

O-*  _Vrz    E   l r.z /

BW Fry.'1.1 +443 -1DW=
----===--         Vi   C  ¥2

jf (1.24b)9 - ..-

DN =   08 iy- 'CY:fij.' C,0)23 (1.244)

0-f

DS =     8%</  . '41)          elt)1  < Yez j +  Ye.z:.jr      (1·24«)1+L
Ae

BE *---...I-

4 (-rE-re) (1.25a)

  W  -.   Jw -
£(rf -rw)

(1.25b)

A.n
6N = - -.--

(1.25c)

Ar 8 e
f
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8o

85 =    As_
2.YIE Lje

(1.25d)

The values of DE, DW, DN, DS, BE, BW, BN, BS are given in
Table III.

1.3.1.2  The Velocity Vr

From Table I we see that

<D vrT*r--- ly --DY- .  (1.26)

est -b  r
-59=  - 9,6 rD e

we make the following approximations

-rfre. = - Siv (W,6.- * f)//-c,E-  rf)
Ttrw   = -1

, (v#£-Viw)/(re- rw)
fL  f .  (1.27)

-rfem   -.   - V%,'o   (vr N-   N.  2)   1   9  (Be

'44   (.,
Fe s=    -    vre S Cyr 1-V'.2) I re  80    .
Thus the diffusion term    I 5

DT   =    ( DE + DW + DN + DS) v -DN· v -D S·v - DE · v - DW · v
rp rN rS rE rW

(1.28)

where

(1.29a)
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DE = S E. V
(1.29b)

D W  =    8 W  .9

Fc eff) . Cy·"i .(49.,( «'} Alw C 1.29C)Nw
D N  =    B N' - (V r e  /N< C   re  /e

-                                            I   'ff)      A. *14'1    1
DS-*  BS     1 44 1      + 0,  ,#1

+I.1' +1 1/

LC
,"'. fe /e \ 're /W \-Ye /Sw (1.29d)

2Ae
BE = (1.30a)r  -rEP

2A
BW =     W                                         (1.3 Ob)

rp - rW

A
BN = BS =   n                                      (1.30c)4r 80

P

The values of DE, DW, DN, DS, BE, BW, BN, BS are given in
Table III.

1.3.1.3  The Velocity ve

From Table I we have

T   = -veff r2 i (ve.) (1.3la)
tr re 3 r  r

3v

T* 0    =    -2\J
-y L (1.3 lb)

We make the following approximations
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VeE Vep

eff  2  rE r
P

T4re    =    vr-e e re rE - rp

FV ep Vew

=.veff r2  rp rW
T0rw rew  w   rp - rw

(1.32)

veN - vepl

T0en Ae
= -2v

= 2v
vep - ves

T$es de

Thus Eq. (1.20a) becomes

r"
DT   =    (D N +  DS  +  DE  ·  -R + DW   -3.) v       -·DE  •  v        -  DW  •- v       -  DN  ·  v     ' -  DS  ·  v

rp     rp eP       GE ew eN es

(1.33)

where -                      fe# 11

DE=    BE   (y,9)        +  (V. ')      +  (Vre0)  +    (4,  /=J-v)m E 'v/s E /S  \
L

DW =  BW  (,.41 .(v41),  .<ve#) / "T. (1·34)rv /BW re W \ re /6.(149,/1

.

DN = DS = BN · v
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r  A e.BE=        -

V E(re-1-f0

ri-Aw
BW=

(1.35)

4 Vp-T (re -1 )

3. A*
BN=BS= _8g
. ).

The values of DE, DW, DN, DS, BE, BW, BS are given in
Table III.

1.3.2  The Convection Term

Recall that the convection term is given by the Eq.
(1.20) i.e.,

C.T--   Ae Vre te-  Aw  Vi w  *w+A.n  Ve·n *,4-  ASVes*s    (1.20b)

where

0 is given in Table Ia

From Eq. (1.2Ob) it is evident that the common substitution

0E + 0p
0   =e 2

etc., can produce a finite difference equation with negative
coefficients which can produce nonconvergence in the solution.

' -          Since our"ultimate purpose is to obtain a finite difference   „
equation with positive coefficients and on the other hand as
much accurate as possible we proceed as follows:
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Let

9  =          te    +     C..D +31         (g- rf) (1.36a)le

-or) 2

ten = 6 (30)           0Tf t -be j  f 2 (1.36b)

fw - 4 (111'\- le -

<*grj f    Fl - Tw 
(1.36c)

ts= tf - (1.36d)('21.) 89_

/90./i           2.
Substituting Eqs. (1.26) into (1.2Ob) and taking into considera-
tion continuity Eq. (1.19) we end up with

/30 1
C.-r =   Ae v", (r*- rf)  +    Aw  Vfw   C 2  - rw)]

r . 1+
CTrj L

.         4-8 e      (,- ....) (931 (1.37)

2-

In Eq. (1.24) we have.taken into consideration the fact that

An = As

We further approxi ate

46 - 02

--                  E- Y'£
if     A.vre (re-rf).Awv™'h.f.)6

A

gr
r                00 -  6 (1.38)- 04Ltr wist-

9 - 1-vj
 ---,1
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1..                                                   1
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3)    f t'- 4 --
, f      'De z    £so

6G
C                              e.65)

02  -  + a                      o .i,. ,

-

4 e

Under these circumstances the. convection term can be written

C T= (CE + CW+CN +CS) +2 - CE  E -
- r TAT w-CN+N-CS+9 (1.40)il '-

where

CE=0,59IA
<  1  "c V™ (re - 50   +    A w v.„  (rje - S,)1 ....

- A•'re (re-rt)-Aw 'r• (r£-Tw) j  (rE -re) (1.4la)

C W =  O.5  5-1
11 A. v™ (re- re) +  Aw v.w (ff- rw), +

+  A.Vre (re-ff) + Awy'.(rf-fi)1/(9 -41)
(1.4 lb)
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  Ves + Ves - Ven- VesC N ;   Am                                           -
H

(1.41c)'

i Vev + Veg i + Ve'n A ve S '-  csr As (1.4ld)

LI

The value for CE, CW, CN, CS at a particular point (i,j) and
for $· = k,  e, vz,  vr are given in Table IV

The convection term for the component ve itself is
slightly different (*) than (1.40) as in the case of the
diffusion term, i.e.,

eT         (   C E     '    +C w -EL-  +C N+c S  ve f-Evr

OE· Ve E CW. VeW C N  v o u  -  C e v e s

The values of CE, CW, CN, CS for v  are given also in Table IV.
0

1.3.3 Source Term

Recall that the source term is given by (1.20c) i.e.,

ST= S  A -S A +S   A -S A  + S*V (1.20c)
$re e $rw w ten n $0s s   $p

The form of the source term for each quantity is different
in character &0 we examine ST for each quantity separately.

1.3.3.1  Axial Velocity vz

From Table I we see that

T

ST - S VP = 1  (f ). avig VP

(*)   El Cl 40)   is  v-©,64 4-5, ,-Ve , M 9 4  e oLO|           of           Ve

a s                 -1-q LAQ.           Ta          g·|10 Ws
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where

T
(W) . is the average shear stress, andp avg

DH is the hydraulic diameter.

1.3.3.2 Kinetic Energy k -    -  -„   -

From Table Ia

ST =      52*  Vf = 11-(- VT.:  j£           3 ' . 1) 
\ ez

4 1 :De

2
'            2-YE       + Cy T 1     »' V=\

--  C   1
VEJ V 

(1.44)

For reasons of numerical stability as we will see later the
energy dissipation term can be transferred as follows:

Since
2T       kV   =C-

rz WE

Ck2

UE =
T

\)
rz

Thus

»T= FCVT ) <191. <v
C T\ (1 4     2
ez f   rge 'fLi     r z /  f   \    rbr/.2

.

- sp.ke (1.45)

where
C  k_

U 'FSP (1.46)
furI)p
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1.3.3.3  Energy Dissipation

From Table Ia

.-

-       2          2-
av„ T av,7    €2€  TS T= <C   -  v (-5) +V (U) - (2 k' (1.47)l k rz 3r ez rae

-
-                                                                                 I

Since

 =C
k

(1.48)w -_Tr-
V
VZ

Then

ST=   c,  c 1* 12.1-       <<       T

1 <23 2
VT-L)£  C  -Dr jEtty" j fr z 1 119

+  VT   f 0 4
,    r.78 e   f  -   S P «2 (1.49)

where

ST= Ci cp- (1.50)
Live
CY&) f1.3.3.4  Radial Velocity vr

From Table I we have

S                   =       -  C  L.l2       +      2)
tr             1         p

· V
S      =  veff  r -8- (  0)
$0 re 3 r  r

v2 + -TY -r2

s* = e  ve _ 2v (ave + 511 z ve0               r                   r      r 3 0         r.'           r
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Thus Eq. (1.20c) becomes
I.I.I.=-I- r-

s T=   .Aw  [    v...        0              CF/<,1 41
-

A.l,f,     +    CP/el]I 
/2 ,2

-

+ rve,+1  r.   2- flif| A.-  V '*fr. [=9(Zilli 'c    re  /0     I  _-Dr \    r /1 re   vy  r )1S.-1"%
. (1.51)

+T, V,

The ST value for the point (i,j) is given in -Table IV.

1.3.3.5, Velocity ve

From Table I we have

s          =    -ve f f a_vr (1.52)
*r     re  30

S   = 2vv  - rv
; 2   -   ER   -   -r (v; 2   +  )

(1.53)
00      r     -  .  p

Thus Eq. (1.20c) can be approximated

av               aveff eff    r
ST = vree (-3-8 -)e Ae - vrew (-&-8--)w Aw

-                                     1

+ r A   (v02)s + (P/P)s - (v'2) - (P/P)n (1.54)
P n 0   n

The ST value for the point (i,j) is given in Table IV.

4
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1.3.4  General Form of FDE

The general form of the differential equations of all
the quantities under consideration, has as follows

(AP + SP)$P = AE + $E +AN • ¢N + AW •·$1*J + AS · 03 + SU (1.55a)

where

AE       CE +'DE

AW CW + DW
· (1.55b)

AN CN + DN

- AS CS +.DS

·rp      rE      rp      rw
- CE + -DE + - CW + - DW +AN +AS for v0rE      rp..    rw      rp

AP (1.55C)

AE + AW + AN + AS Otherwise

where CE, CW, CN, CS, DE, DW, DN, DS, SU, SP are given in
Tables III,' IV and V

1.3.5 The Boundary Conditions

1.3.5.1  Quantities k, E, vz

1.3.5.1.1  Boundary I and II (Fig. 1)

According to Table Ib

(80)                    = O (1.56)
30 I,II

where

0 2 k,  E or vZ

Numerically Eq. (1.55) is translated to

01, j 6 ti,j+1 for Boundary I

(1.57)

$              for Boundary IIi,j= $i,j-1
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1.3.5.1.2  Bouhdary III

From Table Ib we have

C ilt) =O (1.58)
3n III

Integrating over the triangular control volume shown in Fig. 5
and taking into consideration Eq. (1.58) we end up with

(AP + SP' )$P = AW · $W +AN • $N +SU' (1.59)

AW  =   DW + CW'

AN  =  DN + CN'

AP = AW + AN

Where DW, DN are given from Table III and IV respectively

CN' -AN(ve)     /2i,j+1

CW'   AW(vr)i,j/2

V' .  (1.60)
P

SU' SU --VP
V,

SP' SP P
V---
P

and   Ae'   An'   Vp are given from Table   II.      SU,   SP are given
from Table V.

V  is the area of the triangular control volume under
consideration, i.e.,

1
.  Ig + r.

1 +1

lvF   =  Cri.,+ ri) 5,7, Ae-(r, + T,_,) 80    . -
....     (1.61)
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It is evident from Eq. (1.60) that we have substituted for

0+0EP
te

=
2

and similarly for tw, 0n'  0s'

1.3.5.1.3  Wall Region

1.3.5.1.3.1  Axial Velocity

At the YB line we will demand continuity of the velocity
and the velocity gradient.

The velocity gradient can be calculated numerically with
accuracy 0(Ar2) from the.relation

JVZ 1 - fz (v 3
S  Vi

<dzil        .    --   J,-3 -ri) (r,-si)  '     z' 3, j    -(r,- ro  (r,-  'O (vz)''j
'2,1

-     14  + 6 -2   Vi         -          (vi)2 : (1.62a)

Cr3-T2) (r,1- fo                 , d
since

(V*)      .  =             lit        .e «L    E       21  18L 21   K       V10
(1.62b)

and

E -dvz) -   u*3
dr  l21 k YS (1.62c)

we can solve Eqs. (1.62  for u  and (vz)2,j numerically
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1.3.5.1.3.2  Turbulent Kinetic Energy and Energy Dissipation

k2,j and €2 j are.calculated from the algebraic relations
given in Table I6

1.3.5.2  vr Velocity

1.3.5.2.1 Boundary I and II ·(Fig. 1)

According to Table IB

3 v-
 Be )I,II =

0 (1.634)

thus numerically Eq. (1.63) is translated

(V )
=
(4) for Boundary Ir i,j i,j+1

(1.63b)

(vr)i,j = (vr)i,j-1   for Boundary II

1.3.5.2.2  Boundary III Fig. 1)

From Table Ib we have

V n=0 (1.64)sec

Numerically Eq. (1.64) can be expressed as we can see from
Fig. 5b

(Ae)i-1(vr)i,j = (An)i-l(ve)i-1, j (1.65)

where Ae and An are given in Table III

1.3.5.2.3 Wall

From Table lb we have

(vr)i,j =
0 , (1.66)

from the continuity equation, since

3v

aee = o at the wall
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3 rvr =0
3r

which gives

(V )· · =0 (1.67)r l,J

as well

1.3.5.3  VA Velocity

1.3.5.3.1 Boundaries I and III

From·Table lb we have

(V ) =0 (1.68)
0 I,II

80..Numerically  we can approximate* (with accuracy  of  0 (-2-))

(V ) =0
0 i,2

(1.69)

(Ve)i, N =0

where  N is the maximum number of points for vz along the
tangential direction.

1.3.5.3.2 Boundary III

From Table Ib

3Vsec = 0 (1.70)
3 n

This relation leads to (see Ref. 6)

3(rve)  = avr
(1.70a)3r       30

Numerically Eq. (1.70) as we can see from Fig. 5c can be
expressed

*More accurate schemes for Eq. (1.68) have led to instabilities.
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r (v)     -r    (v ) (V ) - (V )
i  0 i,j . i-1  0 1-1,j, =   r l,j    r i,,j-1 (1.71)ri- r Ae

i-1

1.3.5.3.3. Wall

From Table Ib

(ve )4' j    =
0 (1.72)

-
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Table Ib. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS.
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TABLE V:  SOURCE TERMS
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TABLE V:  SOURCE TERMS (Continued)

0 SU SP
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Source Term  ST = SU - SP $p
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TASK III. LMFBR.OUTLET PLENUM FLOW MIXING

III.A. Velocity Field Analysis (Yi Ben Chen)

The planned program of steady state velocity field
measurements has been completed. - The measurements ·involve
obtaining steady state mean flow velocity and turbulence
field mass in small-scale LMFBR outlet plenum flow cells,
using water. Candidate turbulence model computer codes are
used to predict the experimental results, and their success
in doing so is taken as a measure of their respective validities.
The results of the measurements and the validating.calculations
are presented and analyzed in Appendix III.A., in the paper,
"Validation of Turbulence Models for LMFBR Outlet Plenum Flows"
which will be presented at the 1977 National Heat Transfer
Conference, and which has been submitted for publication by
the Journal of Fluids Engineering.

III.B. Combined Temperature and Velocity Measurements
(Vincent P. Manno)

The efforts of the last quarter centered on acquiring all
the required·components of the integrated measurement system.
Currently, the acquisition procedures have been completed and
all needed equipment is on hand. Among the major items pur-
chased and received are the following: mirrors, a beamsplitter,
LDA (Laser Doppler Anemometer)transmitting optical unit and LDA
frequency shifter optical unit. The transmitting optics unit
purchased is a model 910 assembly manufactured by Thermo-Systems,
Inc. (TSI). The unit is a transducer which splits an incoming
light beam (the light source being utilized is a He-Ne laser)
into two beams which are focused at a particular poiht in the
flow where the velocity is to be measured. These intersecting
beams are the "probes" of the anemometer and the Doppler
frequency shift caused by the flow velocity is recorded by a
photodetector which is a photomultiplier tube in this case. The
unit has the versatility of three different intersection focal
lengths (120mm, 250mm, and 600mm) which allows greater ease in
alignment procedures.

The frequency shifter purchased adds a significant feature
to the velocity measurement system. Inherent in the LDA system
is a directiona] ambiguity in the output signal of the apparatus.
This is caused by the fact that flows perpindicular to the beam
intersection yet moving in opposite directions will produce the
same output signal. In other words, if the system is aligned
to measure the vertical velocity component, it will produce the
same signal whether the flow direction is up or down. The
frequency shifter (TSI model 980) shifts the frequency of one
of the LDA measurement beams by a specified frequency as to
alleviate the directional ambiguity. Its mode of operation con-
sists of an acousto-optic cell (Bragg cell) with an RF driver
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and associated frequency downmixing electronics. The cell is
mounted in front of the transmitting' optics before the focusing
lense which directs the beam intersection. Associated with the
model 980 optical unit is the model 985 control and power unit
which is already part of the equipment inventory of this task
and is shared among the various sub-tasks using LDA systems.
Other shared LDA equipment used in this experiment include the
photomultiplier tube and power source, frequency tracker, and
control unit all of which.when combined with the laser source
and transmitting optics comprise the complete LDA system.

At present the complete temperature measurement system is
in place and operable including the photodiode. The flow circuit
is also complete and operable. The experimental area's electrical
system has been upgraded to provide proper power for the various
electronic components and laser. The LDA transmitting system has
been assembled and positioned on the optical bench. The next
quarter's work will consist of installing the LDA detection and
control units and aligning the system. The system alignment is
a crucial step in the experiment since the velocity and tempera-
ture measurements must be made at the same point in the flow.
The alignment procedure while being straightforward is time
consuming and has just begun.

As was specified in the previous progress report, the
development of a proper flow seeding scheme is being investi-
gated. The flow seed is a suspended particle in the flow which
provides light scattering centers which produce the Doppler
frequency shift characteristic of a particular velocity. The
desired qualities of the seed are the ability to follow the
flow truly and the ability to significantly scatter light.  The
natural contamination of air is sometimes sufficient for pro-
duction of good LDA data but whether that is the case in this
experiment has not been ascertained. The reason for the un-
certainty is that the criteria are empirical in nature; that
is, one must perform some initial LDA measurements and examine
the' results in order to evaluate the performance of the partic-
ular seed. Since the LDA system is still not operable and the
possibility of a seeding system exists, some preliminary
investigations have been undertaken. The first tested was
ordinary tobacco smoke injected at the air blower intake but
this scheme was immediately seen to be inadequate for many
reasons. First of all, the large volume flow rate (@ 30 cubic
feet per minute) necessitated 'the presence of great amounts of
smoke which seemed beyond the capacity of typical· sources and
secondly, the system would have called for a ventilation
system-which was not available. The second seed tested was
powder (actually commercial baby powder) ,which also had un-
welcomed qualities. The most negative aspect of this partic-
ular seed was the'fact that it adhered to the test section walls
rendering them occluded, which'interfered"greatly with the
optical measurement system. Also, the power was injected into
the system at the air blower intake where the only natural
suction of the flow circuit exists. As can be ascertained from
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the flow' circuit description presented in the previous
progress report, the flow exits the blower and after being
divided into two flow legs (one to be heated and the other to
remain ambient) is directed into a heater. Therefore this
seeding scheme had the unfortunate quality of depositing
powder on the heater filaments and it was feared this contamin-
ation would degrade the heater's continued operation. Therefore,

the powder seed concept was abandoned.

The final seeding scheme tested used plastic micro-balloons
which are basically hollow plastic spheres with diameters on
the order of ten microns. These spheres (product name is

Phenolic Midroballons) have the attractive quality of very little
adherence to the test cell walls. Also, their chemical compo-
sition would  be less detrimental. to  the. heater' s operation.    The
only hegative feature is that they burst at elevated temperatures
(@40OF). This characteristic could cause substantial attrition
in seed density in the flow leg that passes through the heater.
Two possible solutions are being investigated. One possible
answer would be to create a suction in the circuit after the
heater by using a '"Venturi" or reduced' flow' area section and
the other avenue of investigation will be to actually measure
the attrition rate through the heater in order to determine
whether the depletion can be compensated for by overseeding the
flow.  Finally, concurrent with these tests an air filtering
system was installed and successfully tested which consists of
directing the two exiting jets from the test section into a
crude air filter which utilizes a standard ventillation system
filter. The goal of the next quarter in regard to the seeding
problem ls to establish whether a seeding system is actually
needed and to install a workable one if called for.

Therefore, the experimental efforts of the next quarter
will be directed toward aligning and testing the complete
measurement system. After testing-the system the actual measure-'
ments will be made using the 1/15 scale FFTF outlet plenum test
section described in the previous progress report. The output
of the measurement system is the product of the DC analog
voltages of the temperature and velocity systems.  Represented
mathematically, the output arise as:

f T

output =
1

(S + u') (T + T') dz (1)

0

where U = mean velocity, U' = velocity, fluctuation about the mean

T = mean temperature, T'= temperature fluctuations about
the mean, and

T = resolution time of system
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The integral can ·be evaluated with the result

fr

    (u.  +  111')   C.9  +·  T' )   dT=<u  T>   +  <ue¥>+<u-  T'>   +  <u' T'.>   R   (ue¥),+<: i',T.'. >
JO

(2)

since the second and third terms both equal to zero-by definition-
and.the first.term is merely the product of the two time averaged
values of T and U.  Now we note that the eddy diffusivity of
heat is defined   in   the following manner:

<u'T'>   +   <u'T'>
(3)

E:H  =  -     (39       3T   1--  +   -1
lay ex J

Therefore the quantity <u'T'> which is the desired value can be
easily computed from the system's output signal by subtracting
the product of the time averaged temperature and velocity DC
analog voltages from. it.  Mathematically, that is (using Eqs
(1) and (2)) the result is obtained

tT

<u'T'> =    (u + u') (91 + T') dT. - (u·T) (4)

JO

Hence, the final measurement scheme must include evaluating the

time averaged values of the temperature and velocity outputs
using their respective measurement ,systems. These measurements
will commence once the system is completely assembled and tested.
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ABSTRACT

Small stale experiments involving water flows are used to

provide mean flow and turbulence field data for LMFBR outlet
. ..„    0.

I. -  plenum flows. Measurements are-performed at Reyholds nudber

(Re) values of 33000 and 70000 in a 1/15 - scale FFTF geometry

and ·at Re = 35000 in a 3/80-scale CRBR geometry.  The experimental

behavior is predicted using two .different two-equation turbulence

model computer programs, TEACH-T and VARR-II. It is found that

the qualitative nature of the flow field within the plenum depends

strongly upon the distribution of the mean inlet flow field,

importantly  also  upon the degree of inlet turbulencei  and -also

upon the turbulent momentum exchange model used.in.the calculations.

It is found in the FFTF geometry that the TEACH-T predictions

agree well with the experiments, while the.agreement of the VARR-II

prediction is poorer, and in the CRBR geometry neither code

provides a good prediction of the observed behavior.
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In the Liquid Metal-cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR), sodium

is used as coolant to remove heat from the reactor core. Since

sodium is a good heat transfer medium and has low heat capacity,

the temperature difference between inlet ·and outlet of the core .is

much higher than that of the current design light water reactor

-      (LWR).  A typical value for this temperature rise is approximately

300 °F.  During a reactor scram with (or without) flow coastdown,

the cold sodium will issue from the reactor core, and will mix with

hot .sodium which had previously filled the reactor outlet plenum.

Predicting the transient thermal response..92 the·sodium in the

outlet plenum is an important problem, since this thermal regime

will dictate the thermal fatigue environment for the outlet nozzles,

instrument trees, and other mechanical components which will be

exposed to the reactor coolant flow. Two-equation turbulence model

calculations are being used to predict the thermal histories which

sizch components will experience.  Thus, it is necessary, in order to

insure the adequacy of the design of these components, that the

design numerical simulations be both accurate and economical.

Experimental verification of the accuracy of the resulting predic-

tions is an essential component of that insurance.

The detailed analytical treatment of the coolant mixing in the

outlet plenum is very difficult due to the complex nature of·the

resulting turbulent flow. The Navier-Stokes ecuation cannot be

solved numerically because of small scale of turbulence, and·due

to the limited storage capacity and speet  of existing computers.
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Therefore, most of the problems in the turbulent flow are solved

by using the time-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (or Reynolds

equation).  Due to the nonlinearity of the Navier-Stokes equations,

ene additional term, known as ReynQlds stress,.appears in the --

Reynolds <equation.      Much,of .the at.tention   has been concentrated
..

on  how to .model .this parameter in .terms of known quantities.

This   is the so-called turbulence .model approach. In general.4/

the LMFBR outlet plenum will display a .recirculating flow pattern.

The simplest model (e.g., Prandtl's mixing length theory) has been

found to be inadequate in providing accurate predictions of this
(1)«. behavior., Therefore,,current design work has adopted .the use of

the two-equation turbulence model.  This decision is based on the

need for accuracy and for reasonably short computation times.

In our work two computer codes, namely TEACH-T and VARR-II(2) (3)

are used.  TEACH-T is a steady-state two-dimensional code which

adopts turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent energy dissipation

as two additional dependent variables. VARR-II is a time-dependent

two-dimensional thermal hydraulic' code. Different from TEACH-T, it

solves turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent viscosity conservation

equations in differential form. In addition, a heat conservation

equation is also incorporated into the code for temperature prediction,

and in order to provide buoyant force feedback to the vertical momentum

equation. (See Appendix A for a more complete discussion of the two

codes) . The code TEACH-T has been modified to calculate flows in the

reactor plenum geometry, and has been used to generate a prediction of

the flows which would be observed in the validation experiments of

this work. The code VARR-II is currently in use as a design tool in
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the U.S. LMFBR demonstration reactor (Clinch River) program.

Its predictions have not been verified experimentally in the

flow geometry of interest.  It is also being used in this work

to predict the flow in the experimental test cell. Thus, by

intercomparison of the results from these two competing turbulence

model codes and the observed experimental data, one may identify

sources of error in the predictions and make appropriate improve-

ments in the turbulence models for the outlet plenum application.

In the experiments,small-scale Cartesian geometry test models

of a diametrical section of the prototypic outlet plenum geometries

are used.  The experiments consist of measurements of appropriate

turbulence model parameters in steady-state water flows.  These

data are then compared to predictions of the behavior of the

experiment by each of the two-equation turbulence model codes.

A variable geometry outlet plenum test cell which stimulates

two reactor cases, namely those of the Fast Flux Test Facility

(FFTF) and the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project (CRBRP) , has

been fabricated, and is shown in Fig. 1.  Measurements of velocity,

turbulent kinetic energy, and Reynolds stresses in the two perpendi-

cular directions are obtained simultaneously by use of a DISA Mark-II
(4)two-channel Laser Doppler Anemometer    operating in the reference

beam mode as shown in Fig. 2.  Both velocity component signals have

40 MHz preshift devices and frequency down mixing to remove the

ambiguity regarding the flow direction in low speed measurements.

A 2-watt Spectra Physics Argon Laser is the light source.

The results obtained have shown significant discrepancies in the
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agreements between the measurements and the code predictions

in a spectrum of cases.  The.experimental errors are typically

20 percent for the Reynolds stress, 5 percent for the turbulence

kinetic energy, and 2 percent for the mean velocity data.  In

all of the TEACH-T calculations the mean velocity field and the

turbulence kinetic energy field at the plenum inlet are. set equal

to the values measured in the case of interest. In all of the

VARR-II calculations the inlet mean velocity distributions are

set equal to the measured values; however, the turbulence kinetic

energy and Reynolds stress values are calculated internally in the

program.  In two cases .(Figs. 11 and 22) a VARR-II data option

is used which permits. matching the turbulence kinetic energy at

a single mesh point to the measured value.

The measured and predicted velocity field data for the cases

investigated are shown in Figs. 3 through 18 for the 1/15 scale

FFTF geometry and in Figs. 19 through 26 in the 3/90-scale CRBR

geometry. In each of the Figures the data are normalized in terms·

of the maximum velocity value in the field.  The range of cases

examined is summarized in Table 1. It is seen consistently in

examining the data that both the measured and predicted flow

fields depend strongly upon both the inlet flow conditions (velocity

distribution and turbulence level) and the turbulent momentum

exchange in the flow. The results obtained are discussed in order

cf ascending Figure number.

The first set of data applies to the FFTF geometry. at a

Reynclds number (Re) value ·of 33000 (defined with respect to the

inlet duct width). As with the data obtained in other geometries
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and at higher Re values it is seen that both codes predict

velocity fields with inlet jets which persist spatially with

greater momentum than are observed experimentally.  Similarly

the credicted vortex centers are .significantly displaced. from the .

observed vortex location and· the predicted mean velocity values

near the cell boundaries are significantly greater than those     .

observed experimentally, while. the opposite comparison is observed,.,

in the low flow speed region near the vortex center. The agree-

ment with.the experiment of the TEACH-T prediction is generally

superior to that of the VARR-II'prediction.  This is because

the formpr calculations are performed by matching the .inlet

velocity and turbulence kinetic energy values to those observed

experimentally as is done in·all of the TEACH-T calculations.

It is seen in Fig. 6 and 7 that the turbulence parameter fields

predicted by TEACH-T agree ·reasonably well at most positions with

those observed experimentally (i. e., within the same order of

magnitude), ,and those predicted by VARR-II are generally lower

than the measured values by as much as an order of magnitude,

typically.  It ls seen that the Reynolds stress agreement is

Poorer for both cddes than is that for the turbulence kinetic

energy, since in neither calculation are the inlet Reynolds stress

values matched·to the experimental values. The generally better

agreement of the TEACH-T prediction reflects the value of

sreoifying accurately the inlet velocity, and turbulence kinetic

energy,   Although it has not been tested it is expected .that

f.:r-T-..r improved agreement would be obtained by matching also the

i.*.-... Reynolds stress values in the calculations to those observed
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experimentally.

In Figs. 8 through 13 data for the FFTF geometry at Re=70,000

are shown. It is seen that the velocity field comparison between

TEACH-T and the experiment is excellent throughout the flow field,

reflecting the value of matching inlet flow and turbulence con-

ditions, and reflecting the expected improvement in turbulence

model predictions at higher Re values.  As in the case at Re = 33,000

the VARR-II calculation (Fig. 10) tends to predict too - little

turbulent momentum exchange, with the resulting values of inlet

jet and near-wall flow rates being higher than those observed

experimentally by approximately 20 percent, and with the overall

vortex shape being distorted from that observed experimentally.

In Fig. 11 a calculation is presented which is identical to that

in Fig. -10 except that the VARR-II data option of matching the

turbulent kinetic energy at one inlet point is exercised.  It

-       is seen that the mean flow fields predicted in the two cases are

virtually identical, and that the predicted turbulence fields (see

Figs. 12 and 13) are affected by this turbulence data matching

only in the inlet flow region. Thus, a more complete prescription

of the inlet turbulence state is seen to be required in order to

provide accurate turbulent momentum exchange predictions throughout

the entire flow Field.  Even with the limited inlet flow turbulence

kinetic energy matching it is seen throughout most of the flow

field that the VARR-II predicted Reynolds stress and turbulence

kinetic energy are lower than the experimental values by approxi-

mately an order cf magnitude.
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The qualitative dependence of the observed and predicted

flow fields upon the inlet mean velocity distribution is shown

in a startling fashion in Figs. 14 through 18.  In this case·.in

the FFTF geometry the inlet mass flow rate is maintained for

Re = 70,000; however, a partial inlet flow blockage is usdd to

provide a veloclty distribution which has a maximum near the

outside edge of the inlet duet (See Fig. 14). This results in

a mean flow map which is qualitatively different from that ob-

served in the previous cases. The main flow is observed to pass

through the lower portion of the plenum, with an upper region
I.

being ocdupied by a counter-rotatidg secondary. flow.  This is

due to the high 'rate of mean flow shear above the inlet orifice

with rapid entrainment of fluid in the plenum, accompanied by.

strong degredation of the inlet jet momentum. It is notable that

both of the codes are able to predict the qualitative features of

this flow, although neither code is successful in describing the

experimentally observed flow field in detail, particularly in

regard to the location and rate of circulation of the secondary

flow vortex.

As with the previous cases the TEACH-T prediction of the

turbulence parameters is much more successful than that of VARR-II,

reflecting the more accurate inlet turbulence specification in

the former case.  The importance of this case lies in demonstrating

that the qualitative nature of the mean flow field is strongly

Annan#anL upon the inlet mean velocity field. Tha implications-•* -V V..J  W--V

for design calculations of the need for an accurate knowledge of

these inlet conditions is clearly evident.
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22:a similar to those obtained in the 1/15-scale F=TF test

-=. .*-rn also been obtained for steady state water flows in a

3/30-scale Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) outlet plenum

gesm.:ry (see Fig. 19). In this geometry the inlet orifice

(i.e., the region above-the reactor core) is much wider, and

penetrates toa much greater height into the plenum, so that

relative to the inlet orifice width the outlet plenum is much

shorter and narrower than in the FFTF case.  A mass flowrate

equal to that at..a Re value of 70,000 in the FFTF.geometry results

in a Re value of 35,000 in the CRBR geometry.

The CRBR data with the "normal" ihlet mean flow distribution

are. shown .in igs. 19 through-23. Effectively in this geometry

the inlet jet impacts against the upper plenum boundary in a much

shorter distance than in the FFTF case and then.rebounds to the

outlet duct due to high upper plenum stagnation pre ssures, while

in zte Fr-3 geometry the mean flow is able to follow streamlines

from  the entrance to the exit in a fashion as would be encountered

in a laminar flow.

This greater mean flow chaos is seen in the comparison of

the measured mean flow field (Fig. 19) to the TEACH-T (Fig. 20)

ani VARR-ZI (Figs. 21 and 22) predictions. It is seen in the lower

half :f the plenum that the measurements and code predictions

agree reasonably well, with the TEACH-T prediction agreeing

5/3eller,1-- and with the VARR-II prediction being apiroximatelv

229 :20 high in the high velocity regions. In the upper half

it is seen that neither of the codes is ·able to

irei'ir The flow field.qualitatively. As in previous cases the
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7'23-II prediction is.insensitive to the matching of the tur-

bulence kinetic energy to the experiment at a single inlet point,

ani the predicted turbulence kinetic energy field is typically

•                ··:cs ·=low by appro,ximately an. order of magnitude-throughout  m·ost . . : » . .

cf the -flow field  (see Fig.  22).

In Figs. 24.through 26 CRBR flow data for Re = 35,000 are

shown  for  the  case  with a partial inlet flow blockage, ·re·sulting ·

in a distorted inlet mean flow distribution (see Fig. 24).  The

striking feature is that neither code is able to predict the

qualitative. features of the mean flow anywhere except in the

-     neighborhood of the inlet and outlet ducts. In a situation such'

as this one the highly chaotic mean flow distribution (with little .

net mass flow) in the upper plenum region is translated by the

zzies into a stagnant, or alternatively into a recirculating flow

regicn.  Thus, the net flow into and out of the plenum is pre-

di3:ed correctly, but the flow pattern within the plenum is

fescribed very inaccurately.
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Conclusions

From the FFTF cases having normal inlet flow conditions it.

is seen that excellent agreement is obtained between the TEACH-T

predictions and the measurements. The inferior quality of the

VARR-II predictions is attributable to the inability to match

the inlet turbulence conditions .to those ·in·.the experiment, as

well as to possible errors in the turbulence model.  The more

important conclusions arise from the inability of either program   :

to predict the qualitative flow behavior in either. geometry

when the distorted inlet conditions .prevail.  This· indicates that

the turbulence model  used to describe turbulent momentum transfer

within the flow may be less important than an accurate knowledge

of the detailed inlet mean flow and turbulence field.  It also

implies that codes such as those used in this study should be

used with great caution in which abrupt changes in shape situations

arise (i.e., CRBR flows) or in.which strong mean flow gradients

are imposed.  Within these limitations codes of the type used

in this work can provide predictions which are useful for design

purposes, although further work is required to determine the

degree of accuracy of turbulent momentum exchange within a simple

geometry well-sLecified flow.
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TABLE 1

Figure Number

VARR-II
VARB-II Prediction Turbulence

Ii, 1,•t Prediction With Reynolds Kinetic.
Reynolds Velncify TEACII-T No  '1'Iirl,11'1 once 9'Iirl,11].once stress Energy

Gcomelry Nillill,<'I' Distribution Mensur· ,Iii, ·11 l; Prediction Mutc·li Matah Com i),irisoti Comparison

FFTF 33,000 Normal                 3                         4                    5                                          6                    7

FFTF 70,000 Normal           8                9             10              11         12            13
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Appendix A - Turbulence Model Code Descriptions.

The fundamental equations of the various turbulence model

codes are outlined in this Appendix.  These codes are used to

provide the detailed analysis of the experiments, and the

theoretically predicted velocity and turbulence distributions.

The basic conservation equations are the following:

Mass:   t  *  .s-  lw.. 0.--,2- -6 -
. (A.1)

3p

bt              )14·           3                     ) 1,               D X.JJ

S h. ,     .t.  2-    ll , u ·   =- 3 7 - 2, 84..Momentum: --- -   t f 'jiAt          hA j
J Ali D* I

'J
and (in VARR II)

(A.2)

,/t

Heat :       2-5     +   A..Al         ==      A-    (  04  4    9  9-0*JI   +      -      ,   whereDr   3 >AJ .3xj \ IC-  1 3% .OC_
J    1

(A.3)

a   = thermal diffusivity

P   E 010221-P. = local gas density deficit;

p   = 103£1 gas density
local

p   = ambient gas density,0

X.  = 7-:h spatial coordinate,
3

u  = 7-th velocity coordinate,
j

P  = -„=== .-A

'eddy heat diffusivity  . \
E                  - ,-,---

Leddy momentum diffusivrry./
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T    = temperature,

gj   = gravitational acceleration component in j-th direction

R                             Z.      \<  E-·     -  fi,    3.1'..4-      &4   \
ij            3           '4           .DXJ        3*I j. or Reynolds Stress (A.4)

k            E      ·£   4 21  'A: i 01 or turbulence kinetic energy (A. 5

ail  = i-th turbulent fluctuating velocity component,

'.(Kiu.J,
or eddy diffusivity  (A.e

i b U :,  -     .  Ali\-  6  1. T. of momentum\ DAS lx, 1   1  f  1/J
ut =-.turbulent  viscosity,

a    = turbulent momentum diffusivity,

k    = molecular momentum diffusivity,

1    = mixing length,m

7  = shear stress,

y    = displacement normal to a boundary,

R    = duct radius,

a,b,c,cl'c2 = free parameters, and

6ij  = the Kronecker delta function

Equations A.1 and A.2 are solved via coupled iteration upon

the velocity divergence as in the marker and cell (MAC) method (56).J

Equation A.3 is solved explicitly at each time step in terms of

variables known from the preceding time step and from Eqs. A.1 and

A.2.

In order to solve Eqs. A.1 thr :Th A.3 knowledge of' the

turbulent diffusivities for heat (EvT) and momentum  (vT) is

required.  For this a variety of phenomenological "turbulence
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models" have been devised in which appropriate time-averages of

Eq. A.2 (weighted by velocities or velocity gradients) are used to

provide conservation equations for the turbulence kinetic energy,

viscous energy dissipation rate, etc. The order of a turbulence

model is denoted by the number of differential conservation

equations which must be solved in addition to Eqs. A.1 - A.3.

In Table A.1·are summarized a spectrum of zero, one, and two-equation

turbulence models which are currently in common use - including

those used in TEACH-T and VARR-II. In the formulation of the

turbulence conservation equations because of the quadiatic nature

of the convective terms of Eq. A.2 there are always created more

statistically - defined variables than there exist equations for

their solution. Thus, relationships between a sufficient set of

extra variables must be postulated in order to permit solution

of the equations.  Thus, a combination of empirical knowledge

and intuition is required in the formulation of a turbulence

models, and it is the requirement for the arbitrary additional

closure equations which accounts for the difference between

turbulence models.

The TEACH-T program uses the turbulence kinetic energy -

viscous dissipation rate two-equation model (K,E), and the

VARR-II progrsm uses the turbulence kinetic energy - turbulent

viscosity two-eQuation model (K,a).as described in Table A.1.
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Table A.1

Several Proposed Turbulence Models

MODEL EQUATIONS (proposer) ASSUMPTIONS (propgser) APPLICATION
'

ADVANTAGES    DISADVANTAGES

1. Mixing Length Theory (Prandel)           · 1. Simple. no additional In  situation  where  more   umn
- DU differential equations one characteristic length

ZERO -F.4 .6 - p,
Fill

1.  tm w 6, where 6 E width of 1/2 Jet Jet need to be solved. and time are involved (e.g.,

EQ.
2 Bull

2.  .For boundary-layer
recirculating flow) the re-

ere lut - 01. ts=Il                                                                                                             very good predictions. and velocity gradients are
2.  lm/R - 0.14 - 0.08(1 - X2/R)2 Pipe f16w. this theory made lation between the stress

- 0.06(1 - X2/R)4                                                     too
complicated. This theory

Rm - em<xl'x2)•
the 3.  Much experience has docs,not give a good result.

been accumulated
mixing length,
must be pre-
scribcd

au  /325 ,
3. tma

|2, -2 |                                                                    it  removes
the 1.  Thc prediction is not in

3*/3 x 1

necessity to pre- : agreement with m·asurc-
scribed the mixin8 ment except in the H

lenith profile. victnity ni a ,:211 /0
Ul

(Von Khrman) 2. For certain flo'.·,s the
'                                                       velocity profiles hive

inflection poines (1.e.,
..-.
3 u
-  - 0) this forctula
b.'*

gives infinite wixIng
leng:h.

'.
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Table A.1

Several.Proposed Turbulenco Models

SUCCESSFUL
MODEL EQUATIONS (proposer) ASSUMPTIONS (proposer) APPLICATION ADVANTAGES· DISADVANTAGES

1.  Turbulent Kinetic Energy Model
OKE (1'rand,t l) 1. Tra,itiport of le:,lith
EQ. scale is not accounted

-  pt f   U i for

ujul *-IB- laxj *  Ji-j + i  61   k diffusion term - -1 · lk. ,
ek J*J 2.  In practice, the model

only offer very sm,ll
advantages over the
mixing length mi,dcl  . - :.1- (u:ki + I;IFr -  V 81i )      disslpacion term - c

8/r                    e x i             J                                                            e j.--V-,           J
c:Ingction uitfusion

-
3/2 boundary-layer  local shear stress is 1. Transport of length-1-; aut   f3uil2                       pkdissipation -£   = E flow not related to the scale is not accrintedU  U.-      -  V    -1

1: oxj laxjJ i    local mean velocity for

-_-   '    -    '                                                                                     gradient 2.  Shear stress % energyg:Encracion dissipation
diffusion  --v,k,  -  Bk hf -max validity. In practice, g

/r relation is of limited  P
I.                                                       0

b:her, k E   uiu ,utE pkl/21 applicable only to ex-
ternal boundary layers

Tmax                                                                             without velocity maxima.
B s - g(y/6)

Pu(2
i E £(*l·x2'xj) prescribed

alsebrically r-a•p k (a-0.3)

(BRADSHAW)

-                                                                                                                                                                                            -
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Table A.1

Several Proposed Turbulence Mod6ls

SUCCESSFUE

YODEL EOUATIONS (proposer) ASSUMPTIONS (pronoser) APPLICATION                  ADVANTAGES DISADVANTACES

k-E Model                                       -
U'U'                                     5

Dk i k

EQ. FE - diffusion cerm + generation tcrm 8 - (Cl   k- + Cl 6 lk)c  boundary-layer flow      1. The exact equation for    The empirical constants orc
+ dissipation term c con be derived from difficult to predi t.

recirculat ing flow Navier-Stokes equations
(sr.tot, 39 above) and c appear, directly

2b-C 9/k as an unknown in the
2

equation-for k.

2.  Gives satisfactory pre-
35 reu' 32'  au' au: Ft  OC

c - 7 -Ix dictions for both

De 4 -" ax'  lix  54 + pxi SY c   k                                            boundary-layer flow andk i . recirculating flow.

' '                                                              3.  It does not greatly in-

a                                                                          crease the cost of com-
putation over that with

simple model

22u'   1

1:. S  I h  -  2 C.  -       i  )21                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           -l    *  1 3X12 d'kax£                                                                                                                   0 H

b

.3   1--TE, +22 3p'   1 1 '- v ac 1
-ixk luk 0 Oxi Dxt  lixkj

:
C

where  c  E  v    112.   p  .-  bk2/0                                                                                                                                                   '
le xj J              S



Table A.1

Several Proposed Turbulence Models ...

SUCCESSFUL
ASSUMPTIONS

MODEL EQUATICNS (proposer) APPLICATION ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
(proposer)

2.  k-0 Model (Stuhmiller)                                                  1.  The exact.equation for c can be The eropirical constants are
derived from Xavier-Stokes equa-  difficult to predict.

7,0
EQ.                                                                                    tion and o appears directly as

- -
an unknown in the equation for

h.
3        3 k -)

(2k)2 pipe flow k./311 Du ,2

:2 ., 0 155 + i.41  + 5--r, axi      ., recirculating flow 1.  Cives satisfactory predicti
ons

- for both boundary-layer flow
ond recirculating f16w.

3.  It docs not greatly increase
- -

the cost of computation over

113   c2 feul   Bui12 + 2 -1-_ 1'0 -Rk.                                                       that
with simple model.

5: - 4£ ls=j + 513      k exj     exj
.

3
'--1.a  _a   r k -L (6) -ak                                                                                                                                                              G

2 3x 1 3x  u
kj j                  N

i

, 36 - i Jit, -,Ii:j   559
i

where r, a, rl are constants                         '

1

:
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Table A.1

Several Proposed Turbulence Models

STCCESSFULASSUMPTIONS
MODEL EQUATIONS (proposer) APPLICATION ADVANTACES DISADVANTACES

(proposer)

3.  k-k£ Model (Rodt and Spalding) 1.     TI,e  exact  equation   for kt can be The empirical constants are

TWO der[ved from Xavier-Stokes equa- difficult to predict.

EQ.
cion and ktappears directly as

3k    jk   1 3(v t Bkl (3ull
an unknowit in the equation for

1; - +V. Free Jet k.
3x 74  -   77  .57   l' isk   aVJ    +  Vt lyyj

boundary-layer  2.  Gives Satis(actory predictions
near wall for both boundary-layer flow

3/2 and free jet.

- c  1..  3.  It does not greatly increase
the cost of computation over
that with simple model.

'FL 3kt 1 3   Vt faki
u  -FF  +  v  -57·.  FT ayi   Yi  E r  l-57

31,1                       f3.12

+  c      1  --1 J   +  CBvel l ;j
.

41  3 yj

0\
3/2 LO-Ck

S

where eD. Cs' Cn, ak' CkL and Ckt are

constanto
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TASK IV: THEORETICAL DETERMINATION OF LOCAL ·TEMPERATURE
FIELDS IN LMFBR FUEL ROD BUNDLES

TASK IVA: Code Development for Solving the 2-D Multicell,
Multiregion Energy Equations (Man Kit Yeung)

Summary

During the last quarter emphasis has been primarily
focused on the application of the. iterative analytical-
solution to determine 2-D temperature field in finite
bundles of both square and hexagonal geometry. Further
progress has been made to predict the "effective mixing
length" for conduction heat transfer, a parameter which
enters the subchannel formulation and application for
LMFBRs. Both clad temperature distribution and the effect-
ive mixing length for conduction yield excellent agreements
when compared with results in the open literature for the
square array bundle. Inaddition parametric studies of
conductivities and channel wall effects have been also
investigated.  A calculation with the accurately predicted
effective mixing length for a 7-pin LMFBR bundle is performed
with COBRA-IIIC. The calculational results reveal the excess
conservatism in current design calculations due to the un-
certainty of the effective conduction mixing length.

1.  Clad Temperature Distributions in Hexagonal Rod Bundles

For subchannel calculations, it is generally assumed that
the heat flux is uniform around the clad surface and the clad
temperature is calculated by using the simple heat transfer
coefficient method.  However, this procedure is highly over-
simplistic when applied to the side and corner cells because
the high degree of geometric irregularities of the cells
greatly enhance the azimuthal variations of the clad temper-
atures and heat fluxes. Information about a correct treatment
of these phenomena is only available for single side and
corner cell calculations with artifically imposed adiabatic
boundary condition at the imaginary dell boundary [1]. The
present stucy gives detailed clad and coolant temperature
distributions in a finite hexagonal-rod bundles.

A 30° symmetry section of a typical 7-pin fuel bundle
as shown in Fig. 1 is studied in the first place. Analytical
solutions of the temperature fields in all regions are obtained
for thermally fully developed slug flow condition. Thermal
and geometric parameters used in the analysis are presented
in Table 1. The results of the calculation of the clad tempera-
ture distributions as function of the azimuthal angle for both
the internal and corner cell are given in Fig. 2 at the axial
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plane where the bulk coolant temperature is 1150'F,·which
represents a typical core exit temperature. Case 1 denotes
the clad surface temperature distribution with the commonly
imposed condition of uniform heat flux at the outside clad
surface and case 2 denotes the multiregion analysis. It is
evident that the latter indeed removes excess conservatism

I.

as compared to the single region analysi5-by reducing'the
clad temperature variation of the corner cell from approxi-
mately 1850F  to  1000F.  On the other  hand ··the temperature
variation of the internal cell is much less sensitive to
the boundary condition because of its higher degree of
symmetry for this 7-pin bundle case.

2.  Calculation of Effective Conduction Mixing Length in
Hexagonal Rod Bundles

Subchannel codes usually "lump" the assembly into a
finite grid of subchannels, each of which is characterized
by a bulk temperature, flow rate and pressure. Energy
transport between adjacent channels is governed by the
'mechanisms of diversion cross-flow, turbulence mixing and
conduction mixing. For LMFBR design calculations the energy
transport by conductlon constitutes a major contribution to
the overall energy transport. This effect is even more
pronounced for flows which are characterized by low Reynolds
numbers. These flow situations especially arise in the case
of a loss-of-flow accident and the like.  Despite this
importance only scattered information is available for
internal cells but nothing is known for the bundle-wall-near
regions of·finite bundles.

The.heat transfer rate due to conduction between
adjacent subchannel i and j as calculated in subchannel codes
is given by: [2]

S  (T.-T )        S
Q   = k  ·ij.  1 j =k ij (T-T    ) -1 (1)
ij                            *     i  j   L1               1                ij

ij               ij

Where S is the length of .the common boundary 1   is the
ij                                  *       '  ij

effective .conduction mixing length. 1. . is the centroid-to-
,  lJ

centroid distance and L is a dimensionless correction factor
ij

which represents- the ratio ,of the effective conduction mix&ng
length to the centroid-to-centroid distance (L   = 1  /1   ).ij    ij  ij
In subchannel calculations L is usually set to be unity due

'  ijto the lack of knowledge of the local temperature field.
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It is obvious that the lumped parameter subchannel codes
will give reliable results only if reasonably correct
effective mixing lengths are known. The calculation of
the local temperature field thus provides a tool for the
determination of the L... With some rearrangements Eq. 1

1Jcan be written as:

S.                 (.Ti  - Tj) (2)
L.. =k ij* -,

iJ     1..         q" ds1J

Si 

where the channel averaged temperature and the heat transfer
at the channel boundary can be calculated explicitly from
the local temperature field of the coolant, and-the ratio
S  /1 * which appears in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) can be simply
ij  ij

expressed by geometric parameters as:

1·  fP iII
5-i, 2 LD· J

1            -    1    kw  1 2  [El +  1      12.Wl 3     1       1    (Pl 3     -    15,1i j             ir  ·1 -p  J     (DJ  8%4,/3  l D J-  IE--   -2    1DJ  - -G- " l61

1  Tpl f iwl +    1       [2  2- _.1_  w     /5  ip   2-  1.1[
-r-lmli-J        8    /5    1 D 12                (D         2

(3)

Fig. 3 shows Lij as a function of the dimensionless wall
distance for the corner region in case of P/D = 1.20.  The
results of both the single region and the. multiregion analyses
indicate that Lii generally deviates· quite substantially from
unity, what is uSually employed in subchannel codes such as
COBRA-IIIC. [2]. The singularity indicates zero integral net
heat transfer rate by conduction between the cells. The behavior
of the curves for large 2W/D values implies that the effect of
the bundle wall diminishes and only P/D governs the asymptotic
regime. The domain of the curve to the left of the singularity
which results in Lij > 1 indicates a reversal of the heat flow
direction.

For this regime of 2W/D the net heat transfer. is obvi8usly
from the corner channel into the internal channel. due 'to the
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decrease of the wall distance and reduction of flow area
in the corner channel.

In order to demonstrate the effect of L on subchannel
ij

calculations, three cases with different effective conduction
mixing lengths were performed with COBRA-IIIC to compute the
channel averaged timperatures for a bundle with geometric
parameters of P/D=l.20 and 2W/D=l.24. The channel averaged
temperatures at 36" from the core entrance for the cases with
no conduction (Lii= oo), the centrold-to-centroid distance as
effective conduction mixing length (Lij=l.0), and the effect-
ive mixing length calculated from the analysis (Lij=O. 65) are
tabulated in Table 2. The case without the conduction mixing
effect is essentially an isolated channel problem with respect
to conduction and naturally yields the highest difference of
averaged channel temperatures. Using the centrold-to-centroid
distance without any correction leads to a reduction in AT
of about 20'F and using the analytically derived Lij from
Fig. 3 further decreases the temperature difference by another
9°F..  Thus the advantage of an accurately determined Lij
bec6mes obvious.

It should be mentioned at this point that most ongoing
efforts have been devoted to the diversion mixing area which
obtains mixing effects of similar magnitude and it is felt
that an equally significant gain in design margin is possible
by properly accounting for the conduction effect.

3.  Clad Temperature Distributions in Square Array Configurations

In addition to the analysis of hexagonal arrangements,
a two cell section of a square cell arrangement as shown in
Fig. 4 has been analyzed in parallel because the only concise
information in the literature is available for the latter. Thus
this case serves in order to check the validity of the developed
code. The clad temperature distribution of the two cell
calculation is compared to the result reported by France and
Ginsberg [3]. In addition, the effect of changes in the flow
split as well as multiregion analysis are also investigated to
provide full understanding of the problem on hand.

As a first step only identical power source densities
are considered in the fuel bundle. Slug flow is assumed within
each cell and the variation in the velocity from cell to cell
is given by [4].

51

Ui  - 'Di ] (4)
7

r I.

15-Jj
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where Ui and Di are the cellular velocity and hydraulic
diameter of cell i, respectively. This accounts approximately
for the friction effect due to the presence of the channel wall
and approximates the flow split. It should be noticed that,
by virtue of Eq. 3 discontinuities in the velocity field at
the interfaces of the cells are introduced. However, this is
of no consequence for this analysis because the momentum equation
is not solved at all. Furthermore, it should be recognized
that instead of Eq. (4) Novendsttrn's approximation for the
flow split in wire-wrapped bundles can be introduced or experi-
mentally determined quantities may be used. This will be done
in the next step of the code's development.

Calculational results are presented in Fig. 5 for a
particular case with geometric parameters of P/D=1.20 and
2W/D = 1.24. Curve I denotes a special case with no flow split
and uniform heat flux at the outside clad surface. The clad
temperature distributions of both cells are compared to those of
a finite difference solution by using the THTB code as given
in [3]· It can be seen that the solution given by the present'
method has an accuracy which is comparable to that resulting
from the finite difference method with 720 nodes in the coolant
region. The excellent agreement adds further confidence to the
accuracy of the iterative technique presently developed.

Curve 2 denotes the clad temperature distribution for a
case with uniform heat flux at the outside clad surface and a
flow split as calculated by Eq. (3). As can be seen from
Fig. 5,the flow split due to the presence of the channel wall
has completely reversed the temperature distribution. However,
none of these curves represent the realistic clad temperature
distribution due to the unrealistic boundary condition imposed
at the outside clad surface. Only a multiregion analysis with
flow split and accounting for the additional effects of the
fuel and clad regions is capable to remove excess conservatism.
Curve 3 summarizesthe result of this calculation with some
typical conductivity ratios (E = 0.8327, Ew = 0·1538).  It is
obvious that the heat flux and temperature redistributions
result in a smaller circumferential temperature variation at the
clad surface, i.e. a reduction of about 60°F to 80°F for normal
operating conditions. Thus it becomes clear that an analytical
tool should handle multiregion analysis together with the flow
split in order to give realistic-results.

4.  Calculation of Effective Conduction Mixing Lengths in Square
Array Configuration

It is desirable to determine the effective conduction mixing
length for the square cell bundle and compare the .results to
those given by France and Ginsberg in [4].  Again this will
serve as an additional check for the validity of the present
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calculational pro edure.  For the square array configurationthe ratio Sij/1··  in Eq. (2) becomes:1J

P

S                           D
_11    =      .                                                                                        -                             (5)
li   -H (2W _  P l

23   10 +  1.  .1*'} +  2      i  l' il    22'I' -    ,    »_ Dt D  D j  -2

All other quantities in Eq. (2) are again evaluated from the
local temperature field for the square array configuration.
The results are presented in Fig. 6 with the effective con-
duction mixing length Lij plotted vs. the quantity u, which
is defined as:

A.wall
(6)

U= Ainternal

where M and A are the mass flow rates for thewall internal
cell next to the wall and the internal cell, respectively.
Curve 2 in Fig. 6 denotes the result given by France and
Ginsberg who used a boundary integral method for an eight cell
configuration, For both cases the boundary condition of uniform
heat flux at the clad outside surface has been used for compari-
son. The singular points as shown in Fig. 6 indicate that the
net heat transfer between adjacent cells approaches zero. It

can also be seen from Fig. 6 that Lij generally deviates sub-
stantially from unity and exhibits strong dependence upon u,
which itself is a function of geometry. However, the L values

ij
for a 2-cell configuration indicate a fairly good agreement with
those resulted from the 8-cell calculation except for the range
where W < 0.95. This is because the effect on the flow in the
interior-cell due to the presence of the wall is more pronounced
in  a 2-cell configuration  than  in an 8=cell arrangement.     On
the other hand, the resulta indicate that even for the extreme
case, a two cell model gives reasonable solutions as compared
to the eight cell model. What this means is that a compromise
between the gain in accuracy and additional computational
efforts should be made.
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4.  Conclusion and Discussion of Future Efforts

The iterative analytical method has demonstrated its
applicability of both the calculation of the local temperature
field and the determination of the effective conduction mixing
length. The analysis serves as a tool to abridge the gap
between the distributed parameter and lumped parameter analyses.

Moreover, it should be pointed out that the functional
dependence of L.. vs. wall distance.for'the hexagonal bundle'1J.is of. particular interest because for the first time the effect
of bundle wall displacement due to thermal and mechanical
loads during its lifetime can be·-studied·:consistently with
better knowledge of the variation of Lij as a function of time.

Future effort will be ditected towards the extension of
the present analysis  from  a 7-pin bundle to larger bundles.
However, by virtue of.the results indicated by the clad tempera-
ture distributions given in Fig. 2, the €ircumferential tempera-
ture variations of the clad for most interior. cells in a large
bundle may be quite small due to their higher degree of
symmetry. This sugges€s  that the channel wall effect probably
does not go beyond the second or third row and from the thermal
stress analysis point of view.only the first row from the wall
is of prime interest. Thus the implication is that future
work should be directed also to coupling subchannel and dis-
tributed parameter codes together.
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TASK IVB: 3-D COUPLED TWO CELL SLUG FLOW HEAT
TRANSFER ANALYSIS (Chung Nin Wong)

Summary

During the last quarter, the analytical method which
has been described in the former progress reports has been
extended in order to analyze the coupled corner and internal
cells in three dimensions. To the author's knowledge this

is the first time that results are presented for this geometry.
All information hitherto available for 3-D analyses are

limited to the coupling of two internal cells. Due to the

similarity of the internal cells, these analyses are of no
special engineering intere.st. The analysls of coupled corner
and internal cellsis of much more interest though because
two cells with completely different thermal entrance behavior
ar€ considered.

Results are given for the outside clad temperature vari-
ations and are compared to the results given in previous
reports. The heat flux distribution along the common boundary
between the two cells is given as a function of the axial
coordinate.

Furthermore, a sensitivity study has been performed to

show the effect of the number of collocation points, the
number of eigenvalues and the number of harmonies upon the
solution.

In a next step, the effective conduction mixing length
will be presented for the thermal entrance region and compared
to that given in the preceding section for thermally fully
developed conditions.
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1.  Short Outline of the Method

Before this problem has been attacked, the decision was
made not to use the iterative scheme as outlined in the pre-
ceding section but instead to extend the already available
analytical tool as described in the former progress reports.
The only change which had to be made concerns the geometry of
the coolant regime. Instead of studying the -cells individually,
the geometry as shown in Fig. 7 has to be considered; that is
the two cells are treated as a whole new unit.  This concept
works well as long as the coolant channel geometry can be easily
described by a rod centered polar-coordinate system located in
one of the rods. Although this limits the application of the
method to smaller regions it is felt that the most important
bundle-wall-near regiohs together with the next row of interest
cells can be effectively analyzed.

In order to make· the analysis in its initial stage as simple
as possible, the input parameters for both cells are assumed
to be the same. Furthermore, the heat fluxes are assumed to be
axially and azimuthally uniform in both pins.

With the assumptions made above the solution to the problem
ban still use the superposition of two solutions, namely, the
fully developed and the thermal entrance solution, which have
been outlined earlier.

2.  Results

The same data,as already used in the last report, have
been chosen here again for the test case:

'P/D = 1.3 ;  2W/D = 1.38 D = 9 mm

Pe = 372  ;  Tin  = 415°C
q" = 104 W/cm2

Uniform heat flux in the axial and azimuthal directions.
It should be recalled that these data reflect one of the experi-
ments conducted at Karlsruhe.

For the presentation of the results the following abbrevia-
tions are used for the dimensionless groups:

T (r, 0,.z) ..T.ln
0 (P,$,E) A

  "   rl/k

e " + P/2

E=z Dnjpl 22
l   e
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The first results of this study are summarized in Figs. 8 to
5.  Fig. 8 shows the comparison between the results of the
single and two cell calculations for the clad temperature
distribution of the corner cell under thermally fully developed
conditions. Surprisingly, the two cell calculation results
in even larger temperature variations around the clad as pre-

_ dicted by the single cell calculation. This complies perfectly   ..
with what has been already discovered with the 2-D analysis.
The implication of this result is that under certain geometrical
conditions the temperature variations are not getting smoothed
out as one would intuitively think in the first place·but
instead become more pronounced.

Figs. 9 and 10 show the axial development of the peri-
pheral temperature distributions for corner and internal cells.
Whereas some remarkable changes in the profile can be noticed
for the former the distribution in the latter does not change
that much. What is interesting to see is that around $=1800
the temperature distribution around the corner and the internal
pin are the same, because both channel geometries are the same
in that regime.  For $ < 180° the specific geometry of the
coolant channel and the thermal entrance effect dominate the
development of the temperature profile in the corner cell. At
this point it must be mentioned that the temperature distribution
in the neighborhood of 0 = 180° is quite different from that
predicted by the isolated single cell analysis. In the coupled
two cell analysis this behavior is pretty much governed by the
internal cell even at small z, i.e. there is a  remarkable
difference between the results obtained from the simplistic
adiabatic boundary condition as compared to the realistic one.
A good feeling about what happens along that imaginary boundary
between the two cells can be obtained by calculating the heat
flux along that line as a function of the axial distance. This

is explicitely shown in Fig. 11. These results indicate that
1    in the inlet regime of the coolant thermal heat is transferred

from the corner to the internal cell. However about midway
through the core this behavior reverses and heat flows from
the internal cell towards the corner cell. This trend increases
with increasing length of the channel. Naturally, the highest
amount of energy is transferred across a line segment of this
imaginary boundary which is characterized by the interval
150<0<170, whereas for 0>1700 the transfer rate drops due to
the similarity and symmetry of the coolant channel cross section
in that regime. This figure shows that the assumption of zero
heat flux along the interface between the cells as applied
in the adiabatic single cell calculation is not valid in a
strict sense. On the other hand, the curves indicate that the
local transfer rate up to about midcore height is not very
large either which suggests that at least in a certain ·axial
regime the assumption of an adiabatic boundary condition can be
somewhat justified. The change of the heat flux distribution
as function of the axial coordinate can be explained in terms
of the vastly different thermal entrance behaviors of the two
cells.
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3.  Results of the Sensitivity Analysis

In order to assure the validity of the results shown in
the previous section a sensitivity study has been performed.
At this point it should be recalled that the complete analyti-
cal solution contains the summations over three integers rang-
ing from either zero or one·to infinity. It is obvious that
the upper limit has to be cut down to a suitably chosen finite
number of summation terms for computational purposes. This

- raises automatically the question what are the appropriate
limits for these numbers for a specific problem on hand. With
respect to the fully developed part of the solution it is felt
that its validity has been already shown by comparing it to
the iterative solution technique which itself.was tested and
compared favorably :to a finite-difference solution. What
remains then is to check the thermal entrance solution. For
convenience the general form of this part of the total solution
is repeated below

00   00                         2 6
ee(P,0,&)= I I  Icn,mln (Bmp)+Dn,mYn(Bng)] Eme-Bm cos nt

h=0 m-1

As can be seen this equation contains a double summation.  The
first one sums over the number of harmonies kept in the solution
and the second one sums over the number of eigenvalues.

Figs. 12 and 13 show the results for different upper
limits in the above summation terms upon the peripheral clad
temperature distribution. This comparison shows that selecting
N .  and/or Nn over a wide range does not greatly affect theeig
clad temperature. Only for the fairly extreme case of N . =4

eig
and N =5 are some small differences noticeable. However, the
effec s are much more pronounced for the coolant temperature.
This becomes obvious from Fig. 14 where the heat flux distribu-
tions along the common boundary between the cells are compared.
The selection of N . =4 and Nn=5 leads clearly to a fairlyeigdifferent distribution as compared to the standard N . =16 and

elg
Nn = 15.  Obviously the strongest effect is introducea  by the
wrong selection of the harmonies to be kept in the solution.
However, it should be noticed that due to the differentiation
of the coolant temperature in order to get the heat flux,
differences in the solutions are especially accentuated. This
means that the heat flux as shown in Fig. 14 is indeed a very
tight criterion to judge upon the accuracy of a solution.

In addition to the above mentioned selections there exists
one more possibility to affect the solution, namely by choosing
the number and distribution of points directly at the inlet
of the coolant channel to satisfy the inlet boundary condition.
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This selection mainly determines the coefficients E . The
m

effects of two different selections upon the clad temperature
is shown in Fig. 15.  The solid line results ky setting 5
points in the radial direc6ion in the range 0 50< 100 and
7 in the range 1010<0<.180  which gives a total of 269 points.
The dotted line represents the results as Obtained by setting
5 points in the range 0°10< 140° and 8 for 1410 <0< 180° which
gives a total of 320 points. The azimuthal point distributions
are indicated directly in.thd figure itse'lf. The results
therein show how sensitive the clad temperature is with respect
to these two choices. At this point there is no direct way to
decide what is the more accurate solution. However, experience
tells us that it is appropriate to put more points in the region.
where the two cells are coupled together. Further increase of
the number of points may lead to difficulties in the solution
of the linear set of equations if no precautionary measures
are taken. Overall this raises Some doubts as to what limits
the boundary least square method can be finally driven. Future
studies will show whether the observed inaccuracies are indeed
introduced by the solution method used for solving the set of
linear equations. If thls. should be the case, a better method
will be chosen out of the variety of available methods solving
the general boundary least square problem.

4.  Future Work

Efforts in the next quarter will concentrate upon the
evaluation of the effective conduction mixing length as a
function of the axial distance. Curves will be fitted to these
results and then implemented into COBRA-IIIC. The outcome Of
this study will then be compared to the results obtained from
COBRA-IIIC by using the effective conduction mixing lengths
resulting from the study of thermally fully developed conditions
as derived in subtask IVA.
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TASK IVC:  FULLY DEVELOPED LAMINAR MIXED CONVECTION (Jong-Yue Kim)

Summary

Work has been completed on this, subject during  the  last  -
quarter [5]. A topical report will be issued soon which in
addition to the analytical results obtained in [5] will
contain a review of experimental and other yet simplified
analyses.

The undertaken efforts have been concentrated upon
solvi·ng the laminar mixed convection problem in isolated
single cells. The clad region has been considered, whereas
the fuel region remained neglected.  With respect to the
peripheral heat flux distribution at the inside clad surface,
two options were examined, namely

a)  a constant distribution

and     b)  an azimuthally varying distribution

The latter served to simulate power tilts across the fuel
region. The following parameters were changed in order to
study their effects upon local and integral thermal and hydro-
dynamic quantities:

1)  pitch-over-diameter ratio, P/D

2)  wall distance-to-diameter ratio, 2W/D

3)  Rayleigh number, Ra

4)  clad-to-coolant thermal conductivity ratio

5)  tilt parameter in the heat flux distribution

During the course of the analysis all efforts were. undertaken
to compare its results against publically available information.
These comparisons turned out to show excellent agreements.
Based upon these observations it is hoped that all the other
results obtained in this study are valid, too.
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1. Results

In what follows, only a small part of the overall results
given in [5] will be presented.  Although the internal cell
has been as thoroughly examined as theedge (side) -cell;·           «
results will be shown only for the latter here.

Fig. 16 and 17 show the dimensionless outside clad
temperature distributions for P/D = 1.08 and P/D = 1.2,
respectively, for different values of 2W/D and two values of
the Ra-number, namely Ra=l and Ra=104.  The values for 2/W/D,  7
were chosen such that they span a certain design range for
the .P/D under consideration. Furthermore, it should be
noticed that Ra=1 very closely resembles the forced laminar
convection case as has been shown in [5] by comparing the
results with those given  by  Hsu  [6  ] .

By comparing Figs. 16a and 17a it becomes apparent
that designs with small P/D are much more sensitive against
changes in the wall distance, which might occur during the
operation due to bowing of the pin as well as the subassembly
wall. That is, the temperature variations around the clad
can become remarkably high if 2W/D assumes values which
deviates from the design values. Naturally, this effect is
more pronounced for tighter pitches.

Independently of P/D Figs. 16b and 17b show that by
increasing Ra always leads to a nearly flat temperature
distribution at the surface which essentially means that
free convection has a favorable effect upon the local distri-
bution.

Fig.18 shows the additional effect of a variable heat
flux distribution. In the cases examined, the heat flux
assumed its maximum towards the insideof the bundle and has
its minimum adjacent to the subassembly.wall. As can be
observed these distributions lead·to even higher temperature

variations compared to  he constant heat flux boundary con-dition and yet at Ra=10 the variations have been totally
eliminated.

Fig. 19a and 19b. show the dimensionless heat flux ratios
for the constant and the variable heat flux boundary cases,
respectively.  For Ra=1, the maximum of q"/q" is about 1.5
which steadily decreases when Ra increases. As shown in
Fig. 19b for Ra=105 all fluctuations have been smoothed out

'       and the distribution follows essentially the boundary con-
dition at the clad inside surface.

Fig. 20 shows how the direction of the flux tilt affects
the  dimensionless  heat flux ratio  for. different Ra-numbers.

As with regard to the average Nusselt number, Nu, as
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function of Ra, Figs. 21 to 23 depict quite interesting
behaviors which have not been reported in the open literature
thus far.  Over a certain range of the Ra-number, Nuincreases
more or lesf dependent upon 2W/D. However, at some critical
Ra-number, Nu sharply drops off and may assume even negative
values before it asymptotically recovers to values around
zero at very high Ra-numbers. This general behavior is
explainable in terms of the differences of the average clad

- and coolant temperatures. The latter are strongly affected
by the velocity field an example of which is given in Fig. 24.
This figure discloses a very complicated structure of the
velocity field for higher Ra-numbers. It is evident that
regions exist with local downflow.  This will naturally affect
the overall pressure-drop characteristics of the coolant
channel as shown in Fig. 25. Detailed discussions of these
findings will be given in the forthcoming topical report.

Finally, Fig. 26 shows the feedback effect of the variable
heat flux upon the velocity field. Naturally, for higher tilt
parameters in the heat flux distribution the effects will
become even more pronounced.

In conclusion, it should be recalled that all of the
aforementioned results were obtained with the assumption of
fully developed thermal and hydrodynamic.conditions. Whether
this is indeed justifiable under realistic conditions remains
to be seen. However, it can be reasonably argued that the
foregoing results establish upper limits and therefore are
conservative.

2.  Future Work

Dependent upon the future funding situation it is planned
to couple several cells together in order to derive effective
convection mixing lengths which are then inputted into the
especially prepared COBRA-IIIC code together with the effective
conduction mixing lengths as derived in subtasks IVA and IVB.
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TABLE 1

Thermal and Geometric Parameters Used in Clad Temperature Calculations

Case 1 and 2 Pitch to diameter ratio (P/D) = 1.30

2W
Wall distance to radius ratio (  /D)= 1.38

Fuel Rod Radius (b) = 0.177"

Fuel Pellet Radius (a) = 0.159"

8 BTU   3
Power Density (q"9  = 0.547x10 /ft·  -hr.

BTU      0
Coolant conductivity (kc)  = 15.5 /ft-hr F.

BTU
Case 2 only Clad Conducti*ity (k) = 13.0 /ft-hroF.

BTU
Fuel Conductivity (kf)  = 2.0 /ft-hroF.
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Table 2

Effect of different Lii's upon average
cell temperatures and their differences
as calculated by COBRA-IIIC at core exit

6 BTU/  2P/D = 1.2, 2W/D = 1.24 q"=0.3x1O ft -hr

T.                 T
internal corner AT

 p·        'F        o F...

Without 1025.42 924.37 101.05conduction

L   = 1.0 1011.74 931.46 80.28
ij

Lij = 0.65 1006.08 934.39 71.69

-,

*
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